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ABSTRACT. 
The aim of this research is to investigate intellectual development 
of a group of Black mineworkers on a South African gold mine, in the 
light of their exposure to a technical industrial environment. The 
research was conducted within a Piagetian framework and attempts to 
establish:-
1. A conceptual profile which would highlight the 
subject's conceptual abilities in relation to job 
skill requirements. 
2. An empirical analysis of combined Behavioural and 
3· 
Explanatory responses to support the hypothesis that 
experienced Black mineworkers should perform better 
on the diagnostic battery than novices: the main 
reason for this being the contention that conceptual 
devel0.pment · ie.facili';!;ated by :cogri.i,j;iveadaptati~n to 
the demands of a selectively different technological 
environment. 
Whether the battery of Piagetian conservation tasks 
.. . . ' 
." .... . : .: . .. .. - ' .. 
, . 
wi th ·sound statistical properties:, 
. . ... . 
A random sample of ·fifty six Black mine workers was realised and their 
performance indicated that:~ 
a ) The concept of Force is not actively developed by mining. 
b) There was no significant difference in the performance 
'of Novice and Experienced subjects. 
c) The diagnostic battery in its present form is inadequate 
and would have to undergo some relative modifications. 
/vL .... 
,vi. 
d) Conceptual profiles showed that concept 'areas tapped 
were not developed past the stage of Concrete operations, 
and that in some instances subjects did not conserve 
concepts which are relevant to the occupation they were 
selected for on the Classification Test Battery. 
e ) Piagetian methodology could only be selectively applied 
to the mining industry for purposes of selection and 
placement. 
f) Conservation scales were not realised because of anomalies 
found in the composition of sub-concepts in the battery • 
. " . 
' , ' 
. . ," 
,', ' . ' . 
" 
.~. " , 
-, 
.. , 
INTRODUCTION. 
A Commission of Inquiry into Laboux Legislation was appointed by the 
State President of South Africa in June, 1977. The Commission's 
Chairman was Professor N.E. Wiehahn. In view of the importance of the 
South African mining industry in the contexts of (1) a primary industry, 
(2) a major employer and (3) a significant contributor to the country's 
gross national product, it was decided that because of the especially 
difficult posers the industry provides for laboux relations, a separate 
inquiry be instituted. The Wiehahn Commission of Inquiry into Laboux 
Relations, under the title of 'Industrial Relations in the Mining 
Industry', was tabled in May, 1979. 
The implications of the Commission's recommendations for industrial 
relations in the mining industry are far reaching. Generally speaking, 
the Commission attempted to compile a set of recommendations which 
encompassed the establishment of a single integrated industrial 
relations 'system:' ~hich'ma:intaiIiea.: the,'preservation of lridu~trial pe'ace • 
The first princlple recommendation of the ~iehahn ,Commission ,is' one of ' 
'freedom of association'. Briefly this implies full freedom of 
association, irrespective of race and status as migrants or commuters, 
with 'Unionsdecidfug ' bn :c'b teria for' membership ~', 'Tb:e Go~ernment 
responded to this proposal by legislating freedom of association to ' 
' permanent residents only and the National Manpower Commission would advise 
it on exemptions. 
The second important recommendation was abolition of statutory job 
reservation as the Mines and Wcrks Act of 1956 makes provision for only 
Whites and Colouxeds to become holders ,of blasting certif.icates (Section 
12 (2) ),. Government accepted this proposal and legislated Job 
reservation was to be phased out. These two recommendations pose a 
great challenge ,to the mining industry and the formation 'of ' a unitary 
industrial relations system. Black mineworkers are migrant labouxers 
/2 ....... . .. . 
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and as such are not accorded association rights at present. 
According to the Wiehahn Commission (1979) the mining industry was 
organised on the basis of a small number of highly paid, skilled 
workers, predominantly White, in administrative, super,isory ~~d other 
skilled occupations, while a large number of Blacks performed unskilled 
and semi-skilled work at a rate of pay which was higher than that of 
the agricultural sector and most industries but low compared to the 
remuneration of skilled White workers. The industry's labour history 
reflects the strains brought about by these conventions and the 
perceived threat, by Whites, to their dominance through the introduction 
of cheap Black labour. Government came to the rescue of the White mine 
worker. Unions were organised along craft lines to meet the require-
ments of the Closed Shop Agreement (1937). Through their constitutions 
these Unions entrenched a White only membership in order to protect 
themselves against efforts C!f employers to introduce Blacks who, were, 
prE?pared to w~rk fp~ l 'ow wages.,', ., 
In 1979 the Chamber of Mines employed 407 570 Bla'cks on gold and coal 
mines under its jurisdiction (1). These Black mineworkers originate 
from various tribal and national areas in Southern Africa. The migrant 
' : " 
.' , . ' , ' 
. ',' 
labour syste~ de:'-eloped as' a ' resul~ of dlsc'riminatorylegislation; :, . 'The 
system ' ha,s ';'irtually ·become tradi fional for many" Blacks who come' to the ' 
mines from an impoverished, sul;lsistence standard of living. The average 
'duration of a contract Blacks 'come to the mines for is a year. Because 
. of limited time spent working on the mines, the migr~~t system mitigates 
against the acquisition of signific~~t skills by Black mineworkers., 
The Wiehahn Commission reports that in recent years efforts have been made 
to 'stabilize' migrant workers • The 'year-end Review of the Chamber of 
Mines (1979) stated decreased labour turnover was evidence that Blacks 
were becoming more career orientated (2). 
(1) Report of the Commission of InqUiry into Laboux Legislation - part 
, paragraph 2.6, 0, pp 7. 
(2) Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Labour Legislation - part 
6, paragraph 2.8, pp 8. /3 . .. ... 
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In the light of the Wiehahn Commission's recommendations and subsequent 
legislation the mining industry stands on the brink ,of a sig-
nificant departure from its traditional labour practices. The single 
most important aspect which faces the industry is the possible incor-
poration of Blacks into more skilled occupations, although present 
employer - Union agreements militates against this. However, Government 
is committed to dismantling job reservation. A new labour 
dispensation for the mining industry implies a uniformity in general 
labour practices, one of them being selection and placement. At present, 
the Chamber of Mines sanctions the use of an aptitude instrument known 
as the Classification Test Battery for purpose of selection and placement, 
of Black mining personnel. The contentious issue remains - Why are 
Blacks selected for 'trainability' on the strength of their performance 
on an aptitude battery, while Whites are selected for specific careers 
, based on performance,on achievement tests? 
, . " .. 
'. 
'. , The ' ·utiiizatlon of a 'Piagetian 'prbgi'amme' fo';' the a~sessment of concept · .' 
levels among Black mine-workers was consi:dered pertinent ,and objective, 'as 
Piagetian methodology is applicable across cultural boundaries. The 
research aims at breaking into the . conceptual system of a specific labour 
" . 
.' " 
", ' 
force arid' examining the ilnpact "of exposure to 'a "mining -envii-onmerit' :in " " 
.. , 
'terms of ccinceptual growth.' 
The concept of mining may be regarded as one of scientific Western man. 
Mining in South Africa incorporates few cultural milieu - one of the few 
being the 'development .of Fanakalo as a meanso'f communication. 
Adaptability is determined by dynamic equilibrating functions which , are 
interrelated. The oL'ganism possesses an epigenetic prograllime, pre- : 
determined by phylogeny which unfolds sequentially in response to inter-
play with the environment. Unfolding is unidirectional - moving the 
organism frDm a state of ,sensori-motor assimilations to the' achievement 
of formal reasoning, the highest form of which is mathematics. 
/4 ....... . 
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Formal reasoning enables the organism to internalise operations in the 
form of abstractions. 
Inherent in this research is the notion the African mineworker originates 
from an environment which is selectively different in its conceptual 
demands, by virtue of culture, to that experienced in a Western society. 
The novice Black mineworker is faced with a tremendous challenge to 
adjust to Western society when he reports for work on the mines - an 
adaptation which determines his future as a productive worker and wage 
earner. 
This study attempts to state, with a degree of confidence, that superior 
performance on a battery of Piagetian conservation tasks by experienced 
Elack miners, when compared to novices, may be attributed to conceptual 
development resulting from an equilibrating drive to adapt to a technical 
environmen t. 
, . 
. ....... 
. :.Furtl1ern:Ol;e; in anticipation .of p~jected changes -in. l;~b'o1,lr la.v,~··affec~irig 
'. the mining industry, as recommended by the Wiehal1n OoIDmission (1979); 
the study makes an assessment of the effectiveness of the instrument 
currently used f or selection and ·placement. Thi,rdly, the research 
. . ' 
methods for ' industrial,training' packages. ".: . . 
" 
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1. PIAGET'S THEORY OF GENETIC EPISTEMOLOGY. 
1.1 A Question of Origins. 
The phase 'genetic epistemology' was coined, not by Piaget, 
but by the American James Mark Baldwin in 1906. In fact an 
interest in the evolutionary nature of knowledge was most 
popular when Darwin's evolutionary theory was most influential. 
The term 'genetic epistemology' may be defined as the study 
of the origins of the various kinds of knowledge, beginning 
with their most elementary forms, tracing their development to 
later levels, up to and including scientific thought which is 
regarded by Piaget as the most sophisticated manifestation of 
knowledge. For Piaget, knowledge is not predetermined in the 
internal structures of the subject; it is a process of con-
tinuous construction. All knowledge involves an aspect of 
novel elaboration and the important problem for epistemology 
is the reconciliation of new material with novel items which are 
linked by necessary relationships as soon as they are elaborated 
at the level of formal operations and make objectivity possible 
on the level of reality. 
Attempting a construction of non- preformed cognitive structures, 
the underlying concern is to return to the origins of know-
ledge, and then constitute a method capable of providing 
empirical tests. Traditional epistemology concerns itself 
with only the higher levels of knowledge. Genetic epistemology 
aims to investigate origins of various kinds of knowledge. 
The term 'genetic epistemology' implies the need to study 
origins; however, the study of origins should not eclipse that 
of the other phases of the continuous construction of knowledge. 
Piaget writes, 
/6 .. ..... 
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"On the contrary, the important lesson learnt .from 
the study of origins is that there never are absolute 
beginnings. Either one needs to say that everything 
is a question of origins, including the construction 
of the most recent theories in contemporary science; 
or that such origins s'tretch back indefinitely, for 
the most elementary phases are themselves preceded by 
phases in some way organo-genetic". 
(Piaget, 1972,p. 15). 
Instigating an inquiry of a genetic nature does not mean 
some phase is accorded the privileged position of 'absolute 
beginning' • Essentially it is to note the existence of a 
construction which is not clearly defined and to emphasise that 
in order to understand its causes and mechanisms, there should 
. . " -
, . ; .. " 
be ' an :understanding of the .greatest ' possible number 'of' its 
.. '. . . . ' . . .. " .. . . : 
.', . 
phases, Piaget .:(1972.) ~xpla4J.s that 'by conceittrating, on the 
beginnings of knowledge in child psychology and biology, it" 
should not be thought that a privileged significance be attribu-
, ted' "to theIti; but· rather , that on : the ' who I'e ' they ;seem·· to hav'e" 
' -. . ' . ,-
escaped :the attention.of' epistemolo'gists. , 
Genetic, epistemology includes the progress of all scientific 
knowledge, ~~d is ,two dimensional: 
1) the question of facts ( the state of knowledge , at a particu-
lar stage and the passage from one stage to the next ) . 
2) a question' of 'validity (evaluation of,-knowledge in terms 
'of advance or 'regression, which ,is the formal structure 
of knowledge). 
If one ,is to examine the as yet unresolved question of the 
origins of knowledge, two main streams of thought pervade: 
/ 7 ..... . 
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1) Empiricism, which rationalises the idea that all 
cognitive information has its source in external 
objects, so that the subject's actions are 
determined by what is outside him and are in effect 
reactions rather than actions . 
2) The subject is endowed from the start with endogenous 
structures which it imposes on objects, as is 
maintained by the 'a priorism' or innatist philosophy. 
Taking the variety of positions between these two there is a 
common postulate of accepted epistemologies, viz. the assumption 
that there exists at all levels a subject which is aware of its 
abilities in various degrees (be they merely the perception of 
objects); that there are objects which exist as such for the 
subject (even if they constitute 'phenomena'); and most 
signi~icantly . th!3re .are . .intermediari~s (per<eept;i.ons or concepts) ,. 
t· . '. ' _'. . ' 
which mediate· between the. sli.bj"ect and ob·j scts·· and:·vice":-versa • 
. .. 
·1.2 ·The Formation of knowledge. 
It is Piaget's contention that psychogenetic analysis contra-
. diy"\<s .the Sul<ject . .,. Object - (Intermediaries). hypothesis, in . 
' . : ". . . . . . . ' . '. - .. " ' . . 
that, lalowlei!ge does . . not · ~ise from a self-conscious subject, 
, " . '. " ~ 
nor from objects soconst:!'"\<uted by and impressed on the subject. 
Knowledge arises at a point between subject and object and so 
involves both simultaneously •. If, ·at the beginning, there 
exists neither a subject, object nor invar~ant intermediaries in 
t he epistemolos:ical sense, · the initial problem of knowledge will . 
be the construction of .such intermediaries. At the point of 
contact between the body and external things, intermediaries 
will develop in two complementary directions as given by the 
inte=al and ·external, and elaboration of subject and objec·ts 
depends on this progressive, dual construction. 
/8 ....... . 
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Contrary to the position perception enjoys in empiricist 
rationale, where it is accorded an initial mediating role, it 
is action with its greater plasticity which performs this 
initiating function . For Piaget, 
"Perceptions do play an essential role, but they 
partly depend on the whole action, and certain 
perceptual mechanisms which one would have believed 
to be innate or very primitive ( such as Michotte's 
'tunnel effect') are only formed at a certain level 
of the construction of objects". 
(Piaget , 1972, p. 20). 
Generally, eve'ry ' perception accords to the perceived elements 
~eanings which are relative to action and therefore it is 
necessary to start with action as a basis for the development 
(genetic) of .knowledge. 
. .' 
' ,', 
. . 1: 2.1 Sensciri-motor a:~tivitY. 
,., ' 
Baldwin has demonstrated that the young child does not 
have a concept of self nor differentiates between 
. " , . 
. . 
internal and external. This. 'adualism' remains until 
., . , . ' . 
the construction of -the 'selfin' relat1onand in ciPPosi-
. ' . 
. . 
tion to others . ' -A structure cif r 'eali ty with neither 
subjects nor objects provides. only one possible link -
action ' - between what is to become differentiated . into 
subject and .object. 'But these actions are of a specific 
nature and are epistemologically instructive. 
Ini Hally -the infant relates everything···in· his spatial 
and perceptual field to his body, as if he was the centre 
of the universe - but 'a centre of which he is unaware. 
This paradoxical position is established because primi-
/9 ....... 
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tive action does not differentiate between subjective 
and objective, and the fundamental centring remains 
unconscious as a result of the lack of differentiation. 
To understand this egocentric state, with its lack of 
differentiation and centring, it must be remembered that 
at this stage there is no co-ordination of actions: 
each action constitutes a tiny isolable whole which 
directly relates the body itself to the object, ego 
sucking, grasping, etc. Piaget writes, 
"From this there follows a lack of 
differentiation, for the subject only 
affirms himself at a later stage by freely 
co-ordinating his actions, and the object 
will only be constituted as it complies with 
or resists the co-ordination of movements 
or of positions in a coherent system". 
(Piaget, 1972, p. 21). 
As long as each action forms an isolable whole the only 
common and constant reference can be the body, meaning 
an automatic centring on it which is neither voluntary 
nor conscious. 
The schemes of sensori-motor intelligence are not con-
cepts. They cannot be regarded as reflective thought 
and are brought to bear at the moment of their practical 
and material utilization. The child is una'.are of the 
existence of such schemes as he has not as yet developed 
the semiotic apparatus for designating them and grasping 
them in consciousness. 
In order to develop the . semiotic function and progress 
/10 •••.• • 
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towards the interiorization of uental schemes, the 
child must give up his central position in his universe. 
What in effect occurs· is a Copernican revolution, where-
by through the reflective co-ordination of actions; the 
child decenters his position relative to objects in his 
environment, ~~d in so doing the first vestiges of self-
awareness in relation to external bodies occur. L~i-
tially though, the child in his activity upon objects 
fails to recognise objects as such with any degree of 
specificity. Before birth the child has already been 
equipped with a series of 'reflexes' as part of his 
genetic make-up. This epigenetic plan is the result of 
genetic progrrunning through evolution8-~ deveiopment of 
the organism. 
Central to empixicist psycho19GY is the notion cf 
.. .. , ..... . 
. . ·. assoeiation which · :i.s suongly :maintam~d by behaviourists. 
. . 
But the concept of association'refers only tc an external 
bonding between. associated elements. This nction .is in 
opposi tion fo that of assimilation w01;i.ch implies inte-
grati9n' ·(;ather thaP. ~~~~atiDn)of :the :gi~~nwithin a 
. ·prior .structJ.ITe, · ot the format;i.on of' a new .. structure· in 
. the basic form of a scheme; Wi th reference to ~on-' 
co-ordinated primitive actions, two possibilities may 
occur. Firstly, the structure pre-exists in so far as 
it is hereditary as in t he case of sucking reflex, and 
·assimilation .operates ·. only to incorporate new .0bJects · .. 
outside of the genetic pro"gramme. ' In the .second instance, 
the situation is not anticipated,as when the child 
touches an object ·and the object moves or makes a nol:se. 
Such encounters are for the infant novel experiences 
/11 .... 
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which he attempts to reproduce. Attempts at re-
producing novel occurrences may be seen as the beginnings 
of scheme formation through reproductive assimilation. 
When encountering other objects in similar positions, 
the infant assimilates it to the same scheme and in so 
doing recognises the similarity of action through 
recognitive assimilation. When he repeats the action 
in this new situation there is generalizing assimilation. 
The co-ordination of actions by reciprocal assimilation 
accounts for the addition of something new in relation 
to what has gone before, as well as the extension of the 
same scheme. Tne same object is assimilated to two new 
schemes at once (repetition and recognitive) and heralds 
the start of a reciprocal assimilation: Reciprocal 
assimilation . occurs when the .child ·shakes, an object and 
.... . . . . . 
aso~~ 'isprod~c;ed·. ::. -Tli.is 'le~~s tile ~hfid 'to·' l~oka.t ". 
and listen tci an 6b ject simul tarieiousl~. 
During the period one to two years actions are decentered · 
. , in . . relation t9. 1;\1e subjed· which Co.mes .to b.\l. reg"rded as 
, . : . . ' . .' . '.' '... . .... . ~' . .. .. . .. .' '. " .' 
. ariobject among ·,objeq~~ in a s]?s,ce Which contains all 
cf .them. The initiai vestiges ·of co.or~ation between 
. . ,. . . . . 
actions occ= . Through this· co-ordination the subject 
begins to be aware of himself as the source of actions 
and .hence .knowledge •. · In order to co-ordinat.e actions 
objects are displaced. With the resultant co-ordination· 
of displacements, the 'group of displacements' are 
progressively elaborated and objects are accorded a 
dete~inate pos ition. The object thereby acquires a 
spatio-temporal ·permanence which consequently .. ·gives rise 
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to spatialization and objectification of causal 
relations. 
Differenti ation between subject and objects is evidence 
of a total inversion of perspective which occurs and 
leads the subject to consider his own body as one object 
among others, in a spatio- temporal universe and causal 
universe of which he is an integral part to the extent 
to which he learns to act effectively on it . 
writes: 
Piaget 
"The co- ordination of the subject's actions , 
inseparable as it is from the spatio-temporal 
and causal co-ordinations which he attributes 
to reality, is the origin of both the 
differentiations between subject and object and 
of the decentring process on the level of 
physical acts; and this latter in combination 
with the semiotic funct ion is going to make 
possible representation or thought" . 
(Piaget, 1972, p. 22). 
During the sensori-motor period of cognitive development, 
which according to Piaget occurs from birth to age two 
years, there is continuous construction of new combina-
tions by co-ordinating abstractions, derived either from 
objects themselves , or more importantly, from the schemes 
of actions applied to objects. The child's recognition 
of a suspended object as something to be rocked requires 
an abstraction starting from objects . Differentiation 
of subject and objects is present in a primitive form 
during the sensori- motor stage . 
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1.2.2 Pre-opGrational Thought . 
During the sensori-motor period, there is no stable 
differentiation between subjects and objects. Progress 
made during this period ensures the existence of initial 
tools of recognition, but these tools occur at the level 
of actual and effective action . With the occurrence 
of language a~d symbolic play there develops a direct 
interdependence between subject ~~d obje~ts, and to a 
certain extent, interiorisation of action. Conscious 
awareness of action is never more than partial, and 
proceeds by selection and representative schematization 
which implies conceptualization. 
The notion that interiorization of actions in the form 
of represeIltations or thought involves retracing the 
course of these actions or imagining the:n by mea'lS of 
symbols (images and language) as such, and without 
modifying them, is in fact too simplistic . In reality 
interiorization is t he transfor.nation of schemes into 
proper concepts, however rudimentary these may be. A 
scheme is not an ·:Jbject of thought , but an internalised 
structure of actions. Concepts are manipulated in thought 
and language. Therefore, the interiorization of 
actions presupposes their reconstruction on a hi~~er 
level, and consequently the elaboration of a series of 
novel aspects which ca~ot be reduced to lower-level 
mediating structures. Evidence supporting this notion 
is to be found in the sensori- motor stage where schemes 
are inadequate and initially give rise to representation 
at the level of thought . For Piaget, 
"The essential reason why sensori-motor 
actions lag behind conceptualized action is 
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t hat the foriller co~stitute, even at 
the level w:1ere there is a co- ordination 
between several schemes, a sequence of 
intermediaries between the subject ~~d the 
object , each member of which remains 
actual" . 
(Piaget, 1972, p. 22). 
There may be differentiation between subject ~~d objects 
but neither are endowed with ~~y other characteristics 
other th~~ those they are encountered with . Conversely, 
at the level of conceptualization, the subject of the 
action (self or object) is thought of with its remem-
berable characteristics (be they predicates .Jr relations); 
objects of the action are similarly regarded. The 
action itself is conceptualized as one transformation am~ng 
m~~y others which nay be representable from among the 
terms given or those analogous. In so doing, action, 
through the mediation of thought, is placed in a larger 
spatio-temporal context and elevated to a new status as 
~~ intermediary between subject and objects . 
Proportional to the progress of representational thought, 
the distance between it ~~d its object becomes greater 
in Time and Space. In other words, a set of successive 
physical actions, each given momentarily, is completed 
by representative systems capable ~f evoking past or 
future and present actions as well as spatially distant 
and near ones, in the form of an almos t simultaneous 
whole. 
The development of representational abilities during 
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this perioi occur3 in two ::l3.in directions. Firstly, 
there is progress towards the internal co- ordinations 
of the subject and so to future logico-m~them~tical 
structures. Secondly , external co- ordinations between 
objects and so of causality in the broader S·9:lSe, 
involving spati~l and kinematic structuring, are made 
more apparent . 
The subject is now able to perform rudimentary inferences, 
classify spatial configurations ,3.o.d set up correspondences. 
The child's de~ands for reasons through constantly asking 
the question 'why' mark the beginnings of causal ex-
planation. This fund8.mental movement al'JaY from the 
confines of sensori- motor intelligence cannot be attri-
buted to language alone , but to the semiotic function 
which has its roots in imitative behaviour - the sensori-
motor behaviour which is closest to representation, but 
occurs in the form of acts. Evidence that conceptualiza-
tion is ,10t solely due to the influences of social life 
and verbal communic~tion, is to be found in cognition 
studies :m deaf- mutes, who although retarded in rel ation 
to hearing children in terms of social stimulation , 
possess analogous cognitive structures to those found in 
hearing children. 
The transition from sensori-motor intelligence to 
conceptualization is due to the progress of preverbal 
intelligence, and to the interiorization of imitation 
through representation . The move from sensori-motor 
scheme to concept is not sudden, but the result of a 
laborious differentiation dependent on assimilative 
transfo=~tion . According to Piaget, 
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liThe 'assi:nilation l characteristics of 
concepts in their completed state is 
essentially concerned with the objects 
subsumed 'mder them al'ld their properties". 
(Piaget, 1972, p. 28). 
Assimilation may be said, for example, to combine all 
A's into one class because of a common characteristic 
(A) or it may be asserted that all B' s are also A's 
because in addition to property (A) group A may possess 
the property (B). The assimilation of objects, to one 
another, which is the basis~f classification, incorp:>rates 
the first fundamental property of concepts : quantifica-
tion of 'all' ~~d '80m3'. 
StrllCtures of sensori-motor intelligence are incapable 
of rapresentation. They are unable to invoke unperceived 
situations in the present - judging present situations 
in terms of direct analo~f with properties of earlier 
situations. It involves per8eptual recognition of 
certain characteristics which invoke the same actions as 
did the earlier situations. Assimilation at the level 
of schemes does account for the properties of an object, 
but only at the time of their perception and in a manner 
which is undifferentiated, (actions of the subject to 
which they correspond). As Piaget c,:mtends; 
"The importal'lt epistemological distinction 
between the two forms of assimilation by 
sensori-motor schemes ~nd by concepts is 
therefore, that the first still inadequately 
differentiates the properties of the object 
from those of the actions of the subjeot 
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r el ative t o those objects; · ..... hereas the 
second conGerns only objects, absent as 
well as present, and thus a t once forces 
the subject from his dependency on the 
present situation in giving him the 
ability to clas s i fy , serialize and set up 
correspondencas, etc . with much greater 
flexibili ty and freedo'll". 
(Piaget, 1972, p. 30). 
In t he early stages of the pre- operational stage (2 
to 4 years) there exist pre-concepts and pre- relations, 
which remain mi d'Nay beh lcen ac tion and t he concept a s 
t hey are unable to deal wi t h the present situation with 
sufficient objectivit y. 
The ·second sub- stage (5· to 6 year~) marks the beginning 
of decentring and the discovering of object relation-
ships, Piaget terms as 'constituent functions' . In this 
period there occurs a recapitulation of decent ring by 
objectification ~~d spatialization as was the case in 
the sensori-motor stage. The essential difference is 
that decentring in the sensori-motor sense was linked to 
the body (without the subject being aware of t his ) , where-
as with conceptualization there is a simple assimilation 
of objects and their powers, by the subject, through the 
subjective characteristics of action itself (again 
without the subject's awareness). 
Consequently, an analogous centring is reproduced on a 
higher plane (at pre- concept and pre-relations level) in 
such a way that struct ures acquired during the sensori-
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cotor stage !Ilust be recons truet ed on a ~e·", ;> :!.~Le. 
By 'constituent functions' is meant a sense of 
dependency between th= variations of two terms which 
are related pr·::>perties of objects but in a qualitative 
sense. This functional structure is opposed to 
'consti tuted functions' 1-/hich are at the level of co.'-
crete operations, and imply an effective quantification. 
However, neither constituted nor constituent functions 
reveal the fundamental characteristics of a function , 
which is to be a univocally 'straight' application 
(straight in the direction of application). 
The constit1.lent f unction is not reversible but directed , 
and as it lacks reversibility it does not give rise to 
conservation. This directedness and lack of reversibi-
lity have epistemological significance in that they show 
a continuing cOlli~ection with sch=mes of action. The 
constituent function equips the child with a semi- logic 
that lacks inverse operations, and is not yet an operational 
structure. This function represents the semi-logical 
s tructure most suitable to translate the relations of 
dependence, as exhibited by action and its schemes, but 
without these schemes attaining the reversibility and 
conservation of material quantities which characterise 
operations. 
1.2.3 Concrete Operations. 
Piaget found that at age seven to eight years, on average, 
the children he used as subjects for research showed a 
decisive turning point in cognitive development . The 
conceptualized actions which carried the child through 
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sens:::>!:'i-motor and pre- operational levels of cognition 
now acquire the st~tus of operations which, though 
capable of reversible tr~~sformations, modify certain 
va~iables and conserve others 3.S invariants . This 
innovation is due to the progress of co-ordinations, 
the featura of operations being their formation into 
systems capable of 'closure'. With the advent of a 
new conceptual plane, Piaget wri tes , 
"We have then to account for ~'1 innovation 
which involves essential qualitative change, 
that is, differs fundamentally from the pre-
ceding stage, ye t must not be thought of as ~~ 
absol ute beginning but as resulting from more 
or less continuous tr~nsformations. Absolute 
begiTInings are never observed during the 
·course of development and what is new is the 
result of progressive differentiations or of 
gradual co- ordinations, or of both at once, 
as we have been ~ble to demonstrate. 
the fundamental differences separating 
the behaviour of one stage from that of the 
preceding ones, must be conceived of as 
transitions to a limit, the distinctive features 
of which we need to determine" . 
(Piaget, 1972, p. 34). 
As in the case of semiotic function, where there i s a 
transition from successive material actions to their 
simultaneous representation in thought , the knowledge of 
operations indicates an analogous temporal process; 
this being the fusion of anticipations and retrospections 
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into a single mental ac t ivity - the basis of operational 
reversibili ty. 
Fusion of anticipations and retrospections implies a 
closure of the system on itself : the internal re lation-
ships of the system acquire necessity and are no longer 
constructed successively without connection to the 
preceding ones . This necessity is a real tr~~sition 
to a limit and closure may be more or less complete; 
it is only at the moment of completion that the necessary 
internal relationships are achieved. These relation-
ships are two inter-connected modes '"hich are common 
in all o?3rational s t rllctures at this pla":19 of cognition: 
the two modes being conservation and transitivity. 
Transitivity is the simultaneous inclusion of a series 
of elements within a given system; the system being 
closure. If the system is constructed thr ough trial-
and-error, at the level of partial relations where 
seriations have not yet been co- ordinated into a whole, 
transitivity only becomes evident through the simultaneous 
perception of elements ABC. However, once the ability 
to anticipate inverse relations is developed, transitivity 
becomes a law of the system (closure ) and the position of 
each element is anticipated because of the method used in 
the system's construction. 
Conservation is closely allied to closure and transitivity. 
Conservation is the best index of the formation of 
operational structures. The connection with transitivity 
is apparent where: A = C because A = B and B = C, some 
common property is conserved from A to C. If the 
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subject ackno.lledges as necessary, the conser vations 
A = B and B = C, he will infer A = C by using the same 
argument. At t his level the child uses all three types 
of argument to justify all conservations as all indicate 
combinations characteristic of a self-enclosed structure 
(a system whose internal transformations do not go 
beyond its limits, and does not require any external 
element for it to occur ) . In the most common argument 
the subject states that the same object conserves its 
quantity when passing from condition A to condition B, 
because 'nothing has been added or taken away ' or 'it 
is the same r . 
In the second type of argument the reason off ered for 
conservation from A to B is that condition B can be 
restored to condition A through reversibility by 
inversion. Again this is an operation within a system, 
where the possible empirical restoration of condition 
B to condition A was acknowledged at t he preceding level, 
but without there being conservation as such . Similar-
ly, in the third type of argument Piaget writes, 
" in cases where the subject says that 
quantity is because an object has simultaneously 
lengthened and contracted (or that the collection 
occupies more space but becomes less dense) and 
that one of the two modifications compensates 
the other (reversibil ity by reciprocity of relations) 
it is clearer still that the child is thinking 
in terms of a whole that is systematic and 
closed upon itself: he does not measure to 
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evaluate the variations and he only judges 
their compensation 'a priori' and in a 
purely deductive fashion, which implies the 
preliminary postulate of the invariance of 
the whole system". 
(Piaget, 1972, p. 37). 
The presence of this deductive ability heralds the start 
of the concrete operations stage as concerns their 
logical aspect. But the criteria which constitute the 
t ransitions between this stage and that of pre-operations 
are complex, comprising three interrelated aspects. 
First, is t hat of refl ec~ive abstract ion \vhi ch derives 
higher order structures from the lower ordered ones. 
Lower order structures are only capable of establishing 
partial bonds found in the make-up of pre-operational 
concepts. Higher order structures incorporate the 
existing lower order structures and modify them according-
ly so the result is a more developed structure which 
operates at a higher level of cognition. The second 
aspect is that of co- ordination which involves the whole 
system, bringing about its closure by connecting the 
multitude of partial bonds. Thir dly, there is self-
regulation which brings the system's connections into 
equilibrium in terms of their direct and inverse senses. 
Achievement of equilibrium is a major feature of the 
transition between pre- operational and concrete opera-
tions. More specifically, operational reversibility of 
the higher order systems is in contrast with the lack 
of such a mechanism in pre-operational systems. In 
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concrete operational thought the totality is nc longer 
a series of discontinuous parts, but a whole and 
continuous 'object, ,.,hose parts are combined and included/ 
excluded according to the 'neighbourhood' principle. 
At the level of pre-operations, spatial objects and pre-
logical collections are not clearly differentiated. 
According to Piaget (1972), from ages seven to eight 
years (for Genevan subjects) thes'= two structures are 
clearly differentiated, and the term 'logico-arithmetical' 
operations Jlay be used for th'~s'= based on disc·:m,tinui ty/ 
similarity or difference. Similarly, Piaget (1972) 
pr~posed the term. !infra- logLcal r ope.rations fo:!:' those 
which develop from the continuous and 'neighbourhood' 
type. The reslut is two isomorphic 'types' which are non-
transitive among themselves, the first combines or 
serializes objects, while the second divides a continuous 
object. 
With reference to causality, operational thought attributes 
operations to objects , which are raised to the level of 
operators whose actions are combined in a more or less 
rational manner. In handling problems of e~uilibrium 
between weights, the concrete operational child thi~~s 
in terms of compensations and e~uivalence, in so doing 
attributes to objects combinations which are both additive 
and reversible. At this stage one may speak of the 
beginnings of operational causality, but operations are 
not yet formed independ,."ntly a.c.d then attributed to 
reality. Rather, it is when the child searches for a 
causal explanation that both operational synthesis and 
its attribution to objects occurs simultaneously through 
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interactions between operational forms which are due 
to reflective abstraction and information derived from 
physical experience by simple abstraction - information 
capable of promoting (or retarding) logical and spatial 
structuring. 
In contradistinction to f ormal thinking which may be 
regarded as reasoning by hypotheses, 'concrete' opera-
tions are directly involved with physical objects . As 
in pre-operational thought the subject still acts on 
objects, excepting that these actions are given an 
operational structure which m~~es them combinable in a 
transitive and reversible manner. This being the case , 
i t is not difficult to understand why certain objects 
are more or less easily incorporated in such structuring 
whereas others are not. At the level of concrete 
operational thought , form is not yet separated from 
content, and the same concrete operations will apply, 
with a time- lag, to different content. 
Towards nine to ten years of age general equilibrium of 
the operational stage is manifested. At the onset of 
this stage (7 - 8 years) operations are formed relative 
to perspectives and changes of point of view of a 
'self-identical' object whose position is modified in 
relation to the subject. However, at ages nine to ten 
years (Genevan children) there is co-ordination of 
points of view relative to a collection of objects ; for 
example, three differently sited houses. At this level 
spatial measurement in one , two or three dimensions 
results in the construction of natural co-ordinates 
relating them to a complete system. Piaget was able 
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t o postul ate f r om research done on Swiss chi l dren that 
it is only t owards nine and t en years that t he child is 
able to predict t he horizon t ali ty of the '.ater level i n 
a tilted container. Development in thi s ins t ance is 
that of interfigural relationships which now accompany 
interfigural connections evident in the substage, seven 
to eight years. 
Referring to l ogi cal operations, Pi aget made the 
following observat i ons: 
From ages seven t o eight years the child ha s the ability 
to construct addi t ive and multiplicative s t ructures . 
Ho'.ever, such achievement s rely on t he succes sfu l 
execut i on of set tasks (arrange t he figures i n t he 'best' 
way), rather than of a spontaneous recourse to structure . 
Now the child at the second substage will, according to 
Piaget, demonstrat e an ef£ective operational structuring: 
" ....• • trying to isolate the func t i onal 
dependencies in an induct ive problem, 
shows a general capacity for discovering 
quantitative co- variations, though without 
the factors involved being separated, as 
will be the case at the following stage: 
instead, correspondences are set up be t ween 
seriated relaticns or classes". 
(Piaget, 1972, p . 43 ) . 
Regarding causalit y, thi s substage exhibits a mixture 
of considerable progress and some regression. Up to 
this stage the movement of a body together with its 
velocity is considered as some kind of force or impulse. 
At age nine to ten years there occurs a differentiation 
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and co-ordination, in t hat r.lovements of objects ~Y1d 
changes of 'Telocity need the interv-ention of an external 
agent or 'cause'. But at this stage there is no 
concept of acceleration. 
The second level of concrete operations reveals a some-
what paradoxical situation. Starting from a state of 
undifferentiation between subject and object, there 
occurs complementary and relati'Tely equivalent progress 
in two directions : the internal co-ordination of actions 
and then operations of the subject; secondly, the 
external co-ordination of psychomorphic actions which 
become operational a:c.d at -~~ibuted to objects . There has 
been a level by level, related, de'Telopment of logico-
mathematical operations and of the concept of causality. The 
former- influences the latter with the attribution of 
form to content, and vice versa, the ease or difficulty 
with which the content submits to a form. Space is a 
related aspect of the two, arising both from the inf~a­
logical operations of the subject and the static, kine-
matic properties of the object, hence its part as a 
relational agent. 
Coupled to this progress, the second substage concrete 
operations child is restricted by the operational means 
at his disposal when faced with inquiries into causes 
and causal explanations, and this may be regarded as 
regressive. This being the case, it is still important 
to again draw attention to the uni-directional (overall) 
and expanding nature of the development of cognition 
over time . Each new stage is a recapitulation of its 
predecessor, only on a higher plane, bringing the subject 
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more in touch with its environment by enabling it to 
become a participant in a two-way interaction rather 
than a passive recipient of stimuli. 
1.2.4 Formal operations. 
According to Piaget, formal operations have their onset 
at around eleven to twelve years of age. Formal 
operations mark the stage when operations are free from 
their time-dependence, or, from the psychological 
content of the child ' s actions where their logical 
properties also have a causal dimension. It is at 
this stage that operations finally become extra- temporal . 
During the first s t age (semiotic function), from one and 
a half years, imitation is interiorized in image form. 
With the onset of speech, successive actions may be 
condensed in the form of simultaneous representations. 
The second stage is that of concrete operations which 
co-ordinate anticipations and retrospections, the result 
of which is reversibility and the subject being able to 
conserve temporal starting points . But the increasing 
mastery over Time is at this level still arbitrary as 
operations remain 'concrete', that is to say, operations 
which are concerned with objects and actual physical 
transformations . 
'Formal' operations are the third stage of cognitive 
development. 
"Here knowledge transcends reality itself, 
relating it within the possible and the 
necessary; thus dispensing with the concrete 
as intermediary. The realm of cognitive 
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possibility as exemplified in the infinite 
series of integers, the power of the continuum 
or simply the sixteen operations yielded by 
combinations of the two propositions p and q 
and their negations, is essentially extra 
temporal, as opposed to physical displacements 
which occur in time" . 
(Piaget, 1972, p. 47) . 
The principle feature of formal operations is the capa-
city to deal hypothetically. This innovation occurs 
around eleven years according to Piaget's studies on 
European children. 
Hypotheses are propositions and their content consist 
of inter-propositional operation of classes, relations, 
etc. which may be verified directly, as can consequences 
derived from them. But the deductive operation by 
which the subject proceeds from hypotheses to their 
conclusions is of an inter- propositional nature, being 
an operation carried out on operations (or in Piaget's 
terminology 'a second order operation') . It is this 
ability to perform operations on operations which enables 
knowledge to transcend reality, and by means of a 
combinatorial system make ~~ infinite range of possi-
bilities open to it. Operations now are no longer 
restricted as they are in concrete operations where they 
are step-by-step constructions . 
For Piaget, a significant novel feature of for.nal 
operations is that they enrich prevailing systems by 
elaborating 'sets of all subsets' or simplexes founded 
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on a ccmbinatorial system . The formal o~eratio~s 
stage seI"'res to include an important unity among the 
various novel features of preceding stages. The formal 
operations stage signifies the use of logico-mathemati-
cal operations which are autonomous ~~d differentiated 
from physical actions and their related causal dimensions. 
However, logico-mathematical operations are accomp~~ied 
by a correlativa group of feat'lres of equal importa.~ce 
in the field of causality. Although the two fields may 
be differentiated , there exists on two levels at least, 
co-ordination and even suppor t, in a manner incr easingly 
.:'eminisaent of the :;;roCedilI'8S of sc ientific t::ought . 
The first level is th ... t at which, in Piaget ' s terms , the 
data of physical experience is 'read off'. For Piaget 
facts only become' available once they have been assimi-
lated by the subject, consequently the notion of ' pure 
experience' in the empiricist sense is false. 
Assimilation here utilizes 10gico-matheJlaticaJ. methods 
for the construction of relations which structure and 
order facts and subsequently enrich them. So at this 
level operational methods elaborated by formal thought 
ensure the inductive inference of elementary physical 
regulari ties . 
The s econd level involves ·operations at tributed to 
objects, or causal explanation . For Piaget, 
"To the general role of the possible in 
the latter domain elogico-mathematical 
operations) , there c·o=esponds, on the 
physical plane, that of the virtual, so 
that the subject can now understand that 
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forces continue to exist in a stationary 
state, or that in a system of several 
forces each conserves its action while 
combining it with that of other s. &~d 
linked to these c,):').cepts which transcend 
the boundaries of the observable, we even 
find the notion of purely 'internal ' t rans-
missions without the molar displacement of 
intermediaries". 
(Piaget , 1972, p. 49). 
Though there may be much that is striking about the 
formal operations staga, it is entirely consistent with 
the psychogenesis of knowledge . Beginning with a 
stage of undifferentiated confusion, a series of novel 
and non- predetermined constructions are slowly co-
ordinated, elaborated on a higher level and finally 
emerges as the subject's operations and the causality 
of objects . I t is the progressive interiorization of 
l ogico-mathematical operations, evolving from r eflective 
abstractions which construct operations on:Jperations, 
that allows a state of extra-temporality to be attained . 
Such a state is characterised by possible t ransforma-
tions and the subject is no longer impeded cognitively 
through being bound to real transformations. 
The phys i cal worl d in its spatio-t emporal context, which 
includes the subject, now becom~s accessible to an 
objective 'reading off' of certain l aws and most 
importantly, causal explanations . It is through 
becoming t ied into causal expl~~ations that the mind is 
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forced into a process of continuous decentring in order 
to master objects . It is at the level of formal 
operations that thought releases itself from physical 
action and the universe; the latter which is contained 
in, yet surpassed in thought . 
Piaget concluded: 
1. 3 Comment. 
" .. .... science has long acquainted us with 
the surprising convergences between mathematical 
deduction and experience; but it is a striking 
thought that at much lower levels than that 
of formalizing and experimental techniques, a 
mind \{hich is s till very qualitative and 
scarcely able to employ numerical methods, 
arrives at analagous correspondences between 
its attempts at' abstractions and its efforts 
of observation, however unmethodical they may 
bell . 
(Piaget" 1972, p. 50). 
Traditional epistemology is an attempt at justifying the lay-
man ' s confidence is his own knowledge. Such an epistemology is, 
however, a-genetic rather than genetic. Even the epistemo-
logies of the European Rationalist philosophers of the 17th 
century, and the British Empiricist philosophers of the 17th 
and 18th centuries, although contending knowledge to originate 
in the predispositions of the mind or from experience, reflected 
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the vie~ :)f lmowledge as a stable possession.. Thera is no 
hint in traditional epistemologies that knowledga is a process, 
deriving from a dialectic between a s '.1bject and a world of 
objects (including other subjects). Classical epistemologies 
are subjective because they take as a starting point the notion 
of the subject's supp-osedly 'direct ' or 'im'llediate' observa-
tional experience. 
According to Pop;er's theory of knowledge, problem solving is 
a 'primal activity'; the environment sets out problems which 
the organism solves at the level of the species. Genetic 
epistemology may be loosely defined, in the case of Popper,as 
r a theory of £~:)wledge gi'"ren fr~xn a ':2netic point of v ie\Ol ' . 
With refere~ce to the principal protagonists of genetic 
epistemology, Baldwin and Piaget , there is a shared belief that 
a progression from a-genetic to genetic- explanations of 
knowledge is acceptable. De~elopmental theories must contribute 
to the expl~~ation of huma~ knowledge in the broadest sense, 
viz . if we '.ant to learn about knowledge we m'.lst see how it 
develops. 
An overriding ambition for Piaget in practising genetic 
epistemology was to try and establish an interdisciplinary field 
of study with a genetic base and one which he hoped would over-
come empirical and philosophical tenets. Piaget was in fact 
accused of 'incoherence' by Hamlyn (1971) for attempting to 
establish a theory of knowledge based on empirical and 
philosophical considerations. Kaplan (1971) went a step further 
a.."ld drew attention to the notion that genetic epistemology is 
not essentially about cognitive growth in the individual: -
"it is the development of scientific knowledge in the human 
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communi tyl! . Although Piaget spent his latter years being 
more concerned with genetic epistemology and the progress of 
scienti fic knowledge than '."i th the course of cognitive 
growth, it is unfair to suggest that genetic epistemology be 
regarded as the study of the 'phylogeny' of knowledge. For 
Piaget: 
"The fundamental hypothesis of genetic 
epistemology is that there is a parallelism 
between the progress made in the logical and 
rational organisation of knowledge and the 
corresponding formative psychological 
processe s .... . .. as there ~re children ar ound 
us ontogenesis is by far the more accessible 
study" • 
(Piaget, 1970, p. 13) . 
There are common functions and structures in ontogeny and 
phylogeny and so Piaget is justified in extending the method of 
genetic epistemology to the growth of the sciences by focussing 
on individual development. 
On the other hand, Baldwin did not attempt to incorporate the 
epistemological into the genetic and proceeded as if there was 
no difference between psychological and philosophical theory. 
The problem is that more often than not Baldwin's experimenta-
tion had little relevance to his genetic theory of knowledge. 
He did not make any systematic attempt to explore the empirical 
implications of his system. Although Baldwin's theory does not 
have the empirical interest of Piaget's, it does give an 
account of the conceptual system within which the child is 
developing, and of the dialectic between child and concrete 
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world as ;;ell as child and t he human community. Some authors, 
(Russel l , 1978) regard the functional polar ities of 
assimilation and accommodation, as used by Piaget, as l osing 
their explanatory power after the sensori- motor stage . But as 
Baldwin is primarily concerned with the self- social wor ld 
dialectic his theory is ideally adapted to explain the child's 
intrusion into a world of concepts expressed in language . 
Also Baldwin's use of assimil ation and accommodation is 
different to that of Piaget; accommodation refers to indivi-
dual adaptations and assimilation being confined to schematic 
intelligence. 
Bald\vin sees the child developing :":.'lto a ready made , though 
evol ving ;;orld and his t~eory is less active tha.'l Piaget' s 
because he is not constructing reality through actions which 
become interiorized and, equilibrated within structural systems. 
Instead ' of constructing reality, Baldwin places mor e emphasis 
on 'functional interests ' (turning the head to suck the nipple, 
play imitation, proposition, abstraction) and the cognitive 
plasticity which accompanies them . Although Baldwin claims 
syndoxic commonness is 'hammered' onto the surface of the 
child's mind, he says at the same time that reality would remain 
meaningl ess unless there was a corresponding functional 
assimilation on the part of the child . It may be said t hat 
without functional interests existing in different forms at 
each level of development, it would be difficult to make sense 
of Baldwin's theory . Similarly, the child would have great 
difficulty in coming to terms with the concrete and social 
world. 
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Baldwin writes, 
"Syndoxic meaning was regarded as only the 
preliminary to objective knowledge. The child 
has still to cognise others as judging agents 
and truth as involving the accord of judgements 
before he can appreciate that although truth 
depends on agreement this is not a contingent 
matter and that certain rules are universal, 
objective and independent of '"hat other people 
might judge - synnomic meaning". 
(Russell , 1978, p. 213) . 
If it is possible to draw out one overridi:-l.g theme in Bald\<lin? s 
theory it must be the following: that objec tive knowledge is 
preceded by the sharing of experiences (before the child can 
think for himself-he must experience with others); hence the 
notion that thought is public property. 
Baldwin may be regarded as being less of a pragmatist than 
Piaget. Piaget's system of cognitive growth is founded on a 
process of equilibration which has its origins in the notion of 
organismic survival. The implication inherent in Piaget's 
theory is that knowledge is the result of adaptive mechanism. 
Baldwin dismissed such a notion as the result of Darwinian 
influence. For Baldwin, 'the growth of knowledge , by virtue 
of a system of truths, cannot be explained by a theory in 
which the survival value , the pragmatic or instrumental utility , 
the use and consequence of thought are taken to be its entire 
raison d'etre and justification'. (1906, p. 8). 
In a charge against functionalism, which encompasses Baldwin ' s 
theory, it may be said that the very nature of such theories 
stands against them incorporating any reality which is not a 
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human product, and which is something mora than the systems' 
functional units. Both Kant and Piaget rejected this 'anthro-
pocentrism' and found it unsatisfactory; they regarded it as 
a theme which could lead to forms of scepticism, subjectivism 
md idealism. Baldwin proposed a more ambitious anthropo-
centrism than did Wit tgenstein, who did not intend postulating 
~~y meaning beyond the span of language games in the conceptual 
system. Baldwin's mora radical outlook attempted the suggestion 
that there was a 'reality ' · which transcended the different 
'realities'. According to Russell (1979), it was the primary 
intention of Baldwin to use the phrase 'genetic epistemology' 
to refer to t..,hat he t~r:::ed t rea::.. l 'Jgic' ',1::2..Cn resulted in a 
comparison of the different kinds of reality (theoretical, 
moral, aesthetic); a kind of comparative morphology of meanings. 
By distantiating oneself as far as possible from this taxonomy 
the 'realest real' could be encountered, was Baldwin's 
postulation. This position led him to believe that this 
immediate reality of contemplat ion or transcedent reality, 
reconciled the oppositions which the different realities en-
gendered (a Hegelian contemplation). Such a position does not 
imply Kantian necessity but is a way in which a tr~~scedent 
notion of human understanding may be achieved within the con-
fines of a functionalist framework. For Russell, 
"Whether or not one regards Baldwin's actual 
attempt at reconciliation as more mystical 
than philosophical, one can at least agree with 
him that we have access to different realities 
through a number of different conceptual 
subsystems whose interrelations are themselves 
systematic: within these the finest grain 
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would be the language gam3". 
(Russell, 1978, p. 275). 
Bald,·lin's functi onal i sm may be regarded as more systematic 
than that followed by Wittgenstein because he adopted a genetic 
perspective . For Baldwin the acquisition of knowledge by the 
child is a syste~atic procedure and the point at which con-
ceptual and biological systems come together and interact. 
Although Piaget adopted a struct uralist stance in his theory, 
he, like Baldwin, proposed a systematic procedure whereby 
knowledge is acquired. Piaget, like any other theorist , has 
come in for a fair share of criticism o-.rer his theoretical 
8'C3Ildpoint. This is acceptable as T:;) t heory i s cO:1sidered 
fact . Education progra1Jlllles based on Piagetia."'l theory have 
found favour in a number of countries as a more suita~le 
replacement for traditional educational practices and a mea."'lS 
by which conceptual growth can be fostered so as to keep children 
in tOUQl:l 'Hi th the rapidly expanding fields such as scie,1ce and 
mathematics . 
It is relevant in educat ion today to include learning material 
in curriculae which makes students learn how to use their minds. 
Piaget refrained from applying his theory, preferring continuing 
research. So it has been left to others to conduct investigations . 
A singularly important feature which has emerged from Piagetian 
research in various co~~tries throughout the world is that not 
all individuals possess the same range of conceptual abilities 
at any set age. Adults don't necessarily think better than 
children, in terms of correctness, rather adult thought is 
qualitatively different to that of the child. Similarly, 
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~ualitative differences in cognition may be found from one 
culture to the next; again the notion that cognition is 
superior in, say, \;estern society as opposed to that found 
in Aboriginal society, through the use of common measure, is 
unrealistic. The social environment imposes selectively 
different demands on individuals and adaptation to such demands 
may also be governed by various cultural sanctions . 
For Piaget there can be no learning without experience and there 
can only be as much meaning behind a word or object as the 
individual has had experience with it . 
he is cognitively capable of learning. 
A child learns what 
Behaviourists dis-
agrae \Vi th thi s p:.Jint of view and ltJ"ould propose that mental 
development will follow if a child learns a series of items in 
se~uence . But the se~uence of learning has not yet been 
sufficiently researched to support such a proposition. In 
his research, Piaget made the assumption that all children have 
similar random stimuli inputs. Such an assumption was 
necessitated in order for him to make general statements about 
children of different ages. Piaget's concepts of 'readiness ' 
is based on the assumption of randomness which Sund has 
suggested as : 
All children have had similar experiences. 
- Therefore they should develop reasonably 
(providing there is no cerebral or genetic 
difference) at about the same rate. 
- If this is the case then educators should 
consider the stage of development (or 
readiness) befor e re~uiring certain tasks. 
(Adapted from Sund, 1976, p. 65) . 
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Authors like Jerome Bruner and R. Gagne do not subscribe 
to the idea of similarity of encounter and therefore do not 
readily accept Piaget's concept of 'readiness '. Bruner 
believes that almost any exercise may be taught at any age, 
provided it is adjusted to the level of competence of the 
subject and the material i s presented in a stimulating and 
understandable manner. Gagne is of the opinion that a subject 
can learn related concepts if t he correct sequence of learning 
materials is determined and administered. 
The attitude of Piaget is that there is a generalized system 
in operation involving assimilation and accommodation of 
in.!:~ ·)!:'!:l2. tion input . iT'he system beco~e s more sophisticated a s 
the child develops . Piaget ackno'iledges the possibility of 
accelerating the learning of concepts but questions the long 
term effects of what he calls 'the American wish for acoelera-
ting mental development' . He proposes that rather than trying 
to speed up mental growth in children, their environment should 
be enriched so as to provide stimulating experiences . However , 
environmental enrichment only becomes relevant once the level 
of mental competence of a subject has been assessed through 
evaluative means so as to ensure that stimulation will be 
directed to what the subject can handle cognitively, and create 
an optimal learning environment through activity . 
Perhaps the most notable and original consequence of Piaget ' s 
theory that life is adaptation, (adaptation being a quest for 
more stable equilibrium), i s t he connection between biology and 
mathematics . For Piaget, man can only understand the universe 
through logic and mathematics which are products of his own 
thinking ; alternatively, man can only understand how he 
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constructed mathematical concepts and logic patterns by 
studying himself psychologically and biologically; in other 
words, as a function of the universe. 
connection as : 
Rotman described this 
" the unbroken continuity of pattern from 
amoeba to nineteenth century mathematics that· 
spans the unfoldings of embryology and the 
activities of children, portrays mathematics as 
a form of perfection: the culmination of 
adaptation to reality, the most perfect instance 
of biological knowledge whose congruity with the 
real is absolute ". 
(Rotman, 1977 , p . 171). 
Piaget ' s circle of the sciences which encapsulates the cyclic 
dependence of each science· on .its neighbour, is .for Rotman, 
an intentional frame for an ultimate ~uestion . The ~uestion 
being, "whether the mind creates mathematics to understand the 
universe or does the universe inscribe the language of the 
mind in mathemat ics?" Rotman's following ~uestions are, "is 
mathematics the highest state of adaptation to the real? Is 
it a perfect form of objective knowledge? Can it be assumed 
that science is an imperfect form of mathematics? 
thought an imperfec t science?" 
I s rational 
Rotman admits that the history of sciences indicates that 
they become increasingly dominated by mathematical techni~ue 
and methodology - a recurring pattern of appropriation at 
f irst numerical then statistically and structurally via algebra , 
geometry, topology and calculus. There are sound reasons why 
mathematics dominates or has come to dominate the sciences in 
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this maImer . Mat!1ematics provid.es tee sciences \oJi t h a 
l anguage which the l ogic of their method demands , one which is 
free of ambiguity and concentrates on the analysis of mechanism. 
It is at best the study of ob jects, of determinate entities 
and well-defined processes as they occur in Time and Space. 
But the novelty of Piaget's theorising is the ~anner in which 
his psychological explanation embraces mathematics. The 
question in the main that genet i c epistemology and Piaget ' s 
circular conception of the sciences poses, is not whether 
science aspires to mathematics, but rather, is r ational thought 
sub-scientific thought? Piaget comes closest to asking whether 
there exists any fOr:7! of =e:=!,2~n 1Jhic~ li9s Qutsi c.e the oOlJ.r..ds 
of :>athematic s and 'Iihich may -oe termed iobjective 1: 
"It must be emphasised that the entire world 
of reality can be expr essed in mathematical 
terms and, a fortiori in l ogical t erms. 
There is no known physical phenomenon which 
has defied expression in mathematical form , 
and attempts that have been made to prove the 
contrary, such as Hegel's 'Nature Philosophie', 
have come to nothing". 
(Piaget , 1971). 
Like many other authors, Rotman takes Piaget to task for his 
naturalist stance on cognitive development; naturalist in the 
sense that man is viewed as a phenomenon and his thinking is 
described and understood wi t hin its symbolic complexity - in 
an evolut ionary framework . Rotman feels t hat there is litt le 
evidence that t his can be done . 
Piaget's attempts to give a naturalised theory of mind, or 
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alternatively, an evolutionary acc01nt of raticmality, does 
for Rotman have som2 serious shortfalls. Firstly, Rotman 
argues that Piaget has failed to account for how the individual 
as a member of the humazl community and the organism are 
brought into contact. Piaget's theory of the individual is 
the isolated .)rganism adaptini to its elwironment, and his 
p~adigm of the world is the ensemble of physical processes 
a:'ld objects in space and time '.hich the orga11ism enco'l.."lters. 
For Rotman the major failing of Piaget's theory is what he 
terms, 'the organism/environment model 's refusal to accept the 
importa:"lce of the fact that individuals are immersed in a non-
natural world in 8:l ~nvircm.n:ent of i deas, :lea-:1.ings, intentions f 
history a":lQ sywoc l s , w'i th.in a matrix of social influence and 
co- operation ' • 
"When he identifies social co-operation with the 
co-ordination of inter-subjective viewpoints whose 
laws are those of the amalgamation of structure, 
he neglects th~ fact that viewpoints are within 
language and that language is a social relation 
that constructs an individual's categorisation 
of the world. And in doing this he replaces 
human rationality with the logic of objects". 
(Rotma:"l, 1977, p. 181). 
Rotma."l als,:> criticised Piaget' s supposedly inadequate account 
of the role of language in cognitive development. Rotman 
supports Piaget's singleminded pursuit to establish mathematics 
as the highest form of logic in cognitive development. 
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In defence of Piaget it ~ust be noted that h3 did in fa~t 
devote an entire volume to the matter of language and thoQght 
of t he child. Many psycholinguists ~ave been surprised at 
the off-hand ma.nner in which Piaget deals with lan;5Uage and 
the role it plays in cognitive development. Piaget by no 
means discounts langlage as s'.l:?erfluous to '~ognitive development , 
rather he believes the sources of intellectual operations 
are not fO'J1'1d in l a.'lg''.lage, but in the sensori-motor stage 
which is essentially pre-verbal. According to a psycholinguist 
who has experienced 'Horking at Piaget's Genevan Institute: 
"The co-ordination and decentrations of sensori-
:no to!' activity are not li::l it,=,i to this first 
period )f life, but are found , in a different 
form, at work in the oonstitution of operational 
intelligence as well . As Piaget has freq''.lently 
remarked (1963, p. 72), they are also found in 
linguistic acts. This may account for a par tial 
isomorphism between languages and logic". 
(R . Sinclair-De- Zwart, 1969 , p. 317). 
Thought is rooted in action; at the end of the sensori-motor 
stage and prior to the onset of lang'Qage or the symbolic 
function in general, the child must overcome his initial 
perceptual and motor egooentricity by a range of co-ordinations 
and decentrations. 
The formation of representational thinking is contemporaneous 
with the acquisition of langJ~ge , both of which belong to a more 
general process - the symbolic function . Initial verbalisations 
are closely linked to symbolic play, deferred imitation and 
mental images in the form of interiorized imitations. A point 
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"Ihieh is elabo:rated by Piaget and his p:rineipal co- workers 
(Inhelder in particular) is that intellectual operati ons are 
actions that have become interiorized and reversibl e , but they 
are still act i ons. Piaget does not consider language to be 
a sufficient condition for t he constitution of cognition. 
Piaget did not propose a theory of language acquisition mainly 
because he argued (1966 , p . 69) , "language is a ready made 
system that i s elaborated by society and that contains, for 
persons that learn it before they contribute to its enrichment , 
a wealth of cogni t i ve instruments (relations , cl assifications , 
etc .) at the service of t hought" . The knowing indi vidual 
=..ar.. ,::-'J.age takes the 
place of symbolization in the knower- symbolizer- known relation-
ship . However, this code i s itsel f an object of knowing and 
it takes the ' place. of the' 'known I in t he knower-known relation-
ship; it is this aspect which is stressed by most psycho-
linguist s . 
Contemporary linguistics has been concerned with the establish-
ment of sys tems of elements and procedures for inventory purposes . 
Linguist;Chomsky has titled this type of theory 'taxonomic I 
linguistics. Taxonomic lingui stics in combination with 
associationist learning theory were produced as t heories of 
language- acquisition that , candidly, left researchers puzzled 
and did not account satisfactorily for the fundamenta l fact of 
language which may concisely be stated as - the ability to 
verbal ise and understand an infinite number of sentences that 
have not been previousl y heard . Chomsky produced a non-
taxonomic theory of language which was directed at a system of 
rules rather t han a system of elements. 
The differences between the theories of Piaget and Chomsky 
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are mainly epistemological, ,,,i th neither subscribing to the 
empiricist point of view. Both theorists emphasise the 
creative aspect of language. The Piagetian psycholinguist, 
according to M. Sinclair-De- Zwart, would always 'try to study 
language as part of the symbolic function, within the frame 
of the total cognitive activity of the child rather than an 
autonomous 'object of knowing ' '. (1969, p . 335) . 
Piagetian theory has evoked a tremendous amount of interest 
among researchers and has been applied in a multitude of 
countries and cultures. The theory has possibly had its 
principle impact in the field of education as it is an excellent 
pointer of cognitive development through conc ept conservation. 
Through implementation of sL~ple tasks which evoke activity 
response from subjects, the researcher is able to identify 
cognitive abilities . 
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CONCEPT AND CONSERV~rION. 
2. 1 I::lTRODUCTION. 
As this research concentrates on the conservation of concepts, 
SOI:le consideration "ill be given to the matter of clarifying 
the Piagetian notion of concept as opposed to the notion of dis-
criminative response. It is Piaget's novel method of 
assessment which sets his idea of concept apart from the main-
stream of cognitive theorists. 
2.1.1 Environmental Variability. 
In psychological terminology, concepts are mechanisms 
by which the organism attempts to come to terms with 
the complexity of its environment. Environmental 
variability is regarded as ,he starting point for all 
conceptions of the concept. Elkind (1969) notes two 
types of environmental variability: 
':Between things' variability - houses and cars·, 
animals and people all differ from each other by 
virtue of their spatial discreteness even though 
they may share common features. The most general 
feature between these diverse elements is that of 
similarity and difference, which may occur at the 
level of whole objects, properties of objects, 
or at the level of relations between objects. 
'Within things' variability - variations between 
objects confronts the organism with problems of 
similarity and difference, whereas variations 
within things leads to problems of transformations 
and states. 
Piagetian conservation tasks are specifically designed 
to determine how well a subject copes with variability 
w:Lthin things. 
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Although psychologists in general have tended to dis-
regard variations within things, Piaget has indicated 
that from the child's point cf view these problems are 
far from trivial and in fact pose genuine problems of 
conception. The child, at each stage of cognitive 
development, is faced with an adapta tion of novel fGrms 
of within-things variability. 
2.1.2 rne nature of a concept. 
In the discriminative response view of the concept, 
concept essence may be correlated with the principle of 
similarity among things. On the other hand, the 
Piageti~~ notion contends that i t i s t he principles of 
identity and conservation which lead to permanence of 
things in thought and action . The two positions 
complement one another in that each notion is directly 
involved with things in terms of their multiplicity as 
well as their uniqueness. 
2.1.3 The function of a conoept. 
According to Elkind (1969), the discriminative response 
point of view accords recognition or classification of 
exemplars as the principle function of the concept. On 
the contrary, Piaget contends the major function of the 
concept is discrimination between what is apparent and 
that which is real. This discrimination may in turn be 
divided into the differentiation of between- and within-
types of variability. Both functions must be included, 
as a concept serves both purposes. 
2.1.4 Content of a concept. 
With reference to content of concepts the discriminative 
response, standpoint may be said to be particularly 
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concerned with the population of objects to v,hich tr.,e 
concept . is applicable. The Piagetian view , however, 
holds that concept content is essentially intensive and 
corresponds to the property '.hich remains unchanged 
through various transformations an object may undergo. 
For Elkind (1969), I ccr.S8I".ration problems provide a; 
general paradigm for the assessment of intensive content'. 
In conclusion to the present digression on Piagetian and 
discriminato~J response definitions of a concept, it is 
interesting to note a more general and historical schema 
of conceptual thought . Lewin (1931) , provided such a 
science. Le',-lin rei'ers to an . :uistotlian and a Galilean 
mode of concept formation . The psychologist, who 
describes mental processes, is in a reflexive position 
since anything attributed to his subjects must be true 
of himself and vice versa . Consequently it may be 
appropriate to compare modes of concept fornation as 
found in the history of science with modes used by the 
subject in psychology . 
Traditional views of the concept held by those inclined 
to the persuasion of Aristotle differ in three main areas 
from more contemporary views of the concept held by those 
influenced by Galileo: 
Continuity vs Discontinuity - within the Aristotelian 
view, properties of objects are considered dis-
continuous while the Galilean mode regards properties 
as continuous. 
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Elkind WTi tes , 
"Ifuat i s a di scriminative response if not a 
dichotomizing activity that separ ates things 
that are similar f rom those that are- not on an 
absolute basis. The implication is that the 
properties in question ar.: dichotomous ". 
(Elkind , 1969 , pp . 183 ) . 
In con t r ast to the above , with reference to the essence 
of a concept in the Piagetian view, more specifically 
taking principles of identity and conservation , it may 
be said that such a not ion conforms to the Galil ean 
mode 'Ji' t!1ought. ~he essence of these principles lies 
in their acknowledging that dimensions of given objects 
may differ within themselves. Furthermore, this leads 
to the quantification of properties which relates to the 
discovery of conservati on in the his tory of science and 
mental development of the child. 
Heter ogeneity vs Homo~eneity - a second principle 
point of departure for P~istotelian and Galilean 
modes of thought is how the functions of a concept 
are conceived. The function of an Aristotelian 
concept is to describe and classify , while the 
Galilean concept predicts and explains. If the 
concept is regarded, as in the case of discrimina-
tory response approach, as mainly having a 
classificatory function, i t is confined to super-
f iciality. In contrast , if the Piagetian stance 
on a concept is taken , whereby the function of the 
concept is discrimination between what is apparent 
and what is real, then. genotypic laws are 
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.More explicitly, identity and 
conse~Tation make possible a prediction and 
explanation of within-tfiings variations. 
Class '1S Particular - the Aristotelian '1iew 
holds a particular object to take its signifi-
cance from :~e properties of t he class. A 
Galilean notion contends that the class obtains 
its significance from the consideration of a 
particular case. 
Aristotelian and Galilean modes of thought on the con-
cept are contrasted, ne'1ertheless they should be 
:!?etain.ed toget~e2:' in order t ·:) cO:llpler:1ent one a~(:~her. 
'ra.<:en individually, discriminative response and 
Piagetian notions of concept are merely a partial 
understanding. But together, these two accounts provide 
a more comprehensi'1e overvie·" of concept and conception 
in the thinking subject and science. 
2.2 CONSERVATION . 
The notion of 'conse~ation' is central to Piaget's theory of 
cognitive development. Conse~ation may be defined as a sub-
ject's cognisance of certain properties (number, quantity, etc) 
remaining constant, despite apparent transformations. Piaget 
contends that inherent in the function of conse~ation is that 
properties are conse~ed at different chronological stages 
according to the level of structural complexity necessary for 
this to occur. 
Researchers at the Geneva Institute (Piaget and Inhelder, 1941) 
and others (Flavell, 1963) have established that although con-
se~ation may be taken for granted at a later stage, until the 
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age of six to seven years, c~ildren actually believe that 
properties do change as a result of apparent t ransformation s . 
The question to be considered is - how dc children come to 
understand that properties do not change when exposed t o 
t ransformations? 
"tfal lach writes, 
"The question of how conservation is attained is a 
particUlarly fascinating one because it is hard to see 
how experience could possibly provide a basis for 
conservation; nor yet how conservation could be 
developed wi thout a basis in experience. The 
reas c: r: it 3 29:-.8 so difficul ~ t::· see 'how conservation 
c ould be based on e:qJerience , is that tne properties 
that are conserved typically cannot be observed to 
remain. the same under the transformations in question". 
Cr, . Wallach , 1969). 
Conservation of properties is a complex concept to analyse. 
Conservation is a multi- faceted operation which cannot be 
attributed to t he presence or absence of a single factor . What 
explanation may be offered for the case of a child who witnesses 
the same amount of liquid, in identical containers, being poured 
into dissimilar vessels and judges one container to have more 
liquid than the other because i t is ' taller'? Yet should this 
subject again be exposed to this experiment some years later, 
he will report that the amount of liquid is the same. There are 
a number of single factors which may be considered to account 
fo r conservation , but a closer inspection indicates conservation 
can only be accounted for in terms of interdependent variables. 
2.2.1 Sensory experience. 
Sensory experience allows the subject to familiarise 
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i. -:self ... Ii th differe~t properties throl~gh d.irec-t ~3...l!ipu-
lation and observation. Could this be a basis for 
conseryation? Not entirely, for though the subject may 
observe t ransformations of properties, he does at a 
certain age fail to conserve, allowing his reasoning 
to be guided by irrelevant perceptual cues which lead 
him to make incorrect jUdgements. The preconservation 
subject may be entirely conversant with reversibility 
yet he commits himself to a non-conserving response on 
observing apparent tr~~sformation of properties. 
2.2.2 Social learning. 
"wallach (1969) ana. "-;3 3e11 (1978) cite social learning/ 
logic as being cri ti;)3.1 lor lear:1ing T")cabularie3 ;Jerti-
nent to conserved properties. Studies by Beilin (1965) 
and· Churchill (1958) set out to teach children about 
conservation but these efforts had limited success. A 
pointer which emerged from these stUdies was how to 
identify appropriate conditions, conducive to learning 
conservation, in a child's normal routine. 
Furthermore, social learning raises the question of 
origins. From who was information initially trans-
mitted? Why did anyone begin to think of amount as 
something which remains the same under transformations 
of configuration, deformation, etc.? Russell (1978) 
pointed to the role of the mother as social mediator. 
2.2.3 Thinking in certain ways. 
Developing an ability to think in certain ways implies 
firstly, thinking in terms of different yet equivalent 
units. Secondly, being able to attend to several 
aspects of a situation at once, and thirdly, an ability 
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to concei-18 operations as being reversibls. 
of thi~~ing may be necessary for the conservation but none 
account for it in the absence of sensory experience. 
An idea of different equivalent units may be essential 
for an understanding of the 'same amount I but it is not 
S~.lfficient to 2.c(;Qont for ',>rt·~:1 differeni: shapes do hays 
the same quantity. Thinking in terms of several 
dimensions at cnce does not lead to conservation due to 
the lack of perception of compensation. 
2.2.4 Differentiation. 
The preconservaticn subject does not differentiate the 
forwat i ons (pcuring) and irrelevant properties (height 
of liquid in vessel). A subject who conserves also is 
able to recognise the conserved property from the irrele-
vant cues. 
Differentiation of the conserved property from irrelevant 
ones does not provide sufficient basis for recognising 
that one is conserved - such basis is presupposed. The 
difficulty lies in finding such a basis which is not 
provided by sensory experience and consequently, differen-
tiation is not the answer either. 
2.2.5 Lowering of immediate stimulus dependency. 
Conservation is inhibited by the subject's concentration 
on dominating perceptual cues. Nothing in the perceived 
situation indicates that the property in question remains 
unaltered. Fleischmann, Gilmore and Ginsburg (1966) 
found that using experimental procedures which did not use 
misleading cues were not necessarily effective for the 
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facili t ation of ccnse~Tation. 
( 1964) and Wallach, '"rall and Anderson (1967) seem to 
indicate that conservation may be facili t at ed through 
use of procedures which reduce misleading cues. 
Wallach (1969) cites the change from complete dependence 
on an i J''!';1ediate s timul us situat i on to an increase in 
reliance on me~o~J and other cognitive processes, as 
being fundamental for recognising conservation. How-
ever , that the subject becomes less reliant on perceptual 
processes, is insufficient to explain conservation. 
Verbal learning plays a part towards recognition of 
c onservat i on subject t o account for dimensions and is 
inadequate for the total concept. 
2.2 . 6 Inferences from the absence of addition or subtraction. 
This notion implies the subject 's recognition of 
conservation by infer ing that quantity remains the sa~e 
i f t here is no addition or subtraction of material . As 
such, this suggestion does appear to account for the 
necessity of conservation. Studies conducted by 
Smedslund (1961; 1962) and Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) 
indicate that an understanding of addition and subtrac-
tion precede conservation. However, Smedslund (1964) 
discounted this. Attempts to induce conservation 
through procedures involving addition and subtraction 
(Smedslund 1961, 1963, 1966; L. '"rallach, Wall and 
Anderson 1967) all yield ambiguous results. 
Preconservation subjects believe that deformations and 
re-arrangements constitute a change in amount in the same 
manner as obvious addition and subtraction of material. 
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;.11 fac~ors dealt wi -+;h above de riot 23.tisfac":orily 
account for conservation. Nor do they provide a viable 
alternative to experience. Wallach (1969) contends 
such fact ors may possibly playa significant role but 
only assist an explanation of conservation based on sensory 
experience. 
2.3 REVERSIBIL1TY. 
The possibility of reversibility playing a definitive rol e in 
the subject 's recognit i on of conservation was investigated 
by L. Wallach and Sprott (1964) in an experiment of dolls and 
beds. First grade children were trained to recognise the 
shown, repeatedly, that the number of dolls and beds remained 
the same despite re-arrangement of beds and dolls. 
Children may fail to conserve in spite of recognising 
reversibili ty . A reason for t his may lie in the proposal that 
subjects do not think about reversibility at the t i me of making 
.non-conserving assertions . A follow-up study by Wallach , 
Wal l and Anderson (1967) indicated subjects can assert non-
conservation while being fully aware of revers ibility. Sub-
jects were adamant that the amount of liquid, when poured 
from identical containers into a container of wider dimensions, 
was different , even after the liquid was returned to the 
original containers and assumed former equal levels . 
It is not clear how recognition of reversibility may lead to 
the achievement of conservation . Berlyne (1965) is of the 
opinion that this was impossible since properties are not con-
served, despite reversibility. What is significant is that 
conservation is not at issue when properties are directly 
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per82ived . \{allach w.ci tes, 
"One speaks of conservation only when there are 
no appropriate criteria a'Tailable to the senses . 
Conservation, ' in other words , r efers to the 
continuation of something of which there is no 
adequate sensory e'Jidence at t;:e time!! . 
(vlallach , 1969, pp 203) · 
Given the above , it may lead to a clearer understanding of the 
relationship be tween conservation and reversibility. It may 
be assumed that a property, f~r which there is no ade~uate 
sensory evidence after a r eversible transformation, continues 
l.:.nJ~~ : :.2: ":rad . i~ "f:::at, ti'!i3 .. -()1J. ld. 3.ssist in follo\·rii ~ potentia-
li tie s (Wallach, Sprott, 1964). Ho,lever , the problem of 
bases is br ought forward . There is no understanding of how 
reversibility should lead to· conservation . This is coupled 
to a lack of experimental evidence in support of this idea. 
2 . 4 An experiential basis for ccnse~Tation . 
tihen speaking of transformations such as pouring, re- arrange-
ment and deformation, with specific reference to ~uantity 
conservation , it is implied that t ransformation does not alter 
~uantity. The stage has now been reached where it is per tinent 
to examine the notion of 'equality' of ~uantity . How is the 
equal i ty of properties determined? A judgment of e~uality or 
ine~uality is based on the per ception of sameness or difference 
of a property. For exampl e , the level s of an equal amount of 
water in container s of identical or different dimensions . 
Vlhile there are different sensory methods for determining 
equality of property, when can it be said that the quantities 
are equal if t he subject cannot perceive properties of which 
sameness relates to equality? In t his case equality of 
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proper ty may ~e 3.r:ci', ed at by !Ilan i~ulating ~oth quant: ties in 
"the same way 4 Hallach (1969) uses the t erm 'indicator 
properties ' to describe perceptible p=cperties, the sameness 
of which is equality and difference inequality . It is then 
possible to compare pr operties on the basis of whether indicator 
proper ties from the same act ions are equal or different. The 
inference here is that since the same operations affects 
quanti t ie s i n the same way , and these quantities have the value 
of an indicator property , then the quant i ties must have been 
equal to start with . 
Perceptible properties which are regarded as equal through 
oy a common canc:::ninator - t he sa-r::le operaticnal t ra.'1sfornlation . 
The situation linkage ill ustrates an idea that properties are 
joined by virtue of them starting in a si tuat i on where anyone 
of them is the same for two quantities. Identical operations 
on such properties merely project further s i tuat ions in which 
they are t he same . Applyi~g the same operations to prope~ti9s 
can only resul t in f urther sameness . Consequently , further 
operations on unequal quantities will lead to situat i ons where 
they are different and never the same. 
2 . 5 A basis f or conservation . 
Conservation may be explained thus : a subject recognises 
two quantities as equal when certain perceptible properties 
they may have are found to be the same , or if one has more 
than the other t he quantities are dif ferent. Furthermore, 
quantities may al so be recognised as equal when it is known 
that they would be the same in respect of one of the 
properties, if t he subject was allowed direct observat i on 
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'J ! th2 83..:':'3 ope::oaticn:s being p'3=.fo~ed. on ~2.G~: ·_1'...49.ntity. 
This forms t he basis for ecp~ali t y and inequality. 
FurthsI'!:'lore, properties indicatel:3:qua.li -:y or i!18quali ty ' . .;hen 
it has been determined that qua."1tities "hich are the same in 
these properties are found to be the same in properties already 
, 1" -", " - - t " " aCKno:tf_ea.ge.::.. as In'll.Ca ors. i~ .:i 3i!:1il:.::o r s.t ionale applies :":)r 
quantities which differ). 
'liallach notes, 
"Equality comes to be indicated by certain sets 
of values of difference properties, ,,,hen it is 
f ound that 'l.uantities having these value s are 
by sameness, when such properties result from 
performing the same action on each quantity". 
(Wallach, 1969, pp 213). 
If amounts are recognised as equal and if they are the same as 
regards perceptible propertie s , it is possible to account for 
learning that quantity is conserved under a t ransformat i on by 
observing that subsequent to the transformation, a qU~"1tity 
still remains equal to what it was prior to transformation. 
Linked to this is a criterial notion that indicator properties 
which are subject to identical operations will always lead to 
situations in which quantities are the same and never different ; 
al t ernatively, quantities which are unequal will always be 
different . 
2.6 Realisation of a diagnostic battery . 
Piaget contends that cognitive growth may be facilitated 
provided the structure one wishes to facilitate can be supported 
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by mo re elementary logico'-'2athemati~al struc t-u.yss. According 
to i/loore (1980), the implications of this for any fa8ilitatory 
progralmne is that one should (Nork wi thin a s]ecific scientific 
concept which may be reduc8d to simpler conceptual :units. 
Such reduction to sub-concepts, make it possible to expos13 
pre-o:p9ra tional reas c)l1ing , whilst the actual concept may require 
formal reasoning. This allows a programme to use a s~ecific 
c,)mplex c~ncept and 1Nork anywhere from pre-operational reasoning. 
The present research makes use of a diagnostic battery of 
Piag-etian conservation tasks compiled by Moore (1980) and works 
specifically ·wi th the concept of force, as it allows th,~ in-
, . ., ~ 
t l :}:e 082-1:1g a 
formal reasoning concept. According to ~oore (1980) , force 
may be reduced to th,= following component concepts: 
a) Force = Mass x Acceleration 
b) Acceleration = Velocity or Distanc9 
Time Time 2 
c) Velocity = Distance 
Time 
d) Distance requires a relative understanding of the Gc>nci?pt 
of length. 
e) Length requires a relative understai''1ding of the concept 
of space. 
f) Space requires a relative understanding of the concept of mass. 
g) Mass req1J.ires the conservation of weight and substance -
which Fiaget regards as being intuitive to a degree at 
the pre-operational level. 
For Moore (1980), a profile of conceptual development in a 
programme designed towards the facilitation of cognitive growth, 
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us i ng th~ concept of force , will L OO K a s f ollows : 
PROFILE OF CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT. 
stages of Develoament x 
Formal 
-L--____________ _ 
1 
Concrete + t __ _ 
; 
, 
~-~------. -----
/ 
CCN::::?IS 
Level of COrrplexity ______ -:~~ 
------
Whereas Moore (1980) concentrated on expanding the idea of 
'functional interests', the present research deals more 
specifically with mapping the state of concept development 
among a certain labour force, as well as attempting to statis-
tically validate a battery of conservation tasks. The 
experimenter makes a deliberate intervention into the subject's 
conceptual world and this intervention is illustrated via a 
16·1 .•.• •••• , •.•.. 
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profile. 
By and large, arriving Black mineworkers are an unknown 
c;.ua,:nti ty and because of the comparatively short contract 
period, employers are compell_ed to use some method of selec-
tion which facilitates; tI'aiJ;ling eXpeditiously, in order to return 
the e~ployee to production. VTi th 1 trainabili tyt being u s ed 
as the selection criterion, to what level should the selection 
instrument measure an employee's suitability to be trained in 
a particular occupation? 
some answer, in that: 
Reference to Stephens may provide 
f1 to provide a child (employee) with learning 
of cognitive develo'pment. COT.:'unens-urate activi ties 
may be defined as activities that are far enough 
in advance of a person's present level of functioning 
to be- motivating but not so much in advance that 
they will be frustrating. Because tempos of 
development vary from person to person, individual 
appraisal of a personts current level of functioning 
is necessary to determine the individually 
appropriate level for reasoning activities". 
(B. Stephens, 1977, pp139). 
According to Moore (1980), Piagetian theory provides an adequate 
procedure of intervention when combined with the use of a 
diagnostic battery. Assessment of abilities is an integral 
prerequisite to training which may have further implications 
for productivity and efficiency. It is, therefore, important 
that some means be established which allows access to the 
conceptual abilities of a work force in order to select and 
place workers effectively. 
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3 . 1 DJT?O})UCr I ON . 
The mining industry 1 as represented by the Chamber of t1ines 
of South Africa, has an approximate annual total of 400 000 
Black men employed. The majority of these "i.vorkers are migrants 
from various parts of Southern Africa, who work on the mines 
for a contracted period of tiN'el ve months before returning home. , 
Not only is the Black labour force heterogeneous in composition, 
it is also in a state of annual flux. These f actors pose 
complex problems for the various mining houses with regard to 
adequate selection and placement within the mine. 
Each Black mineworker who arrives for work on the mines is 
allocated to a tr~ining section before Jeing released to a 
production sect ion. 
which has varied amounts (quality and quantity) of exposure to 
the industrial enviro~~ent, coupled with widely differing 
standards of formal education, ' the Chamber of Mines uses a 
measure of 'trainability' as the criterion for selection and 
placement of Black manpOitler. Due to a lack of reliable measures 
of educational and occupational experience, the mining industry 
is dependant on psychological tests, to assess the capabili-
ties of the labour force. 
3.2 THE CLASSIFICATION TEST BATTERY. 
The Classification Test Battery (CTB) was developed and 
validated by Gr~!t in 1970. The battery was designed as a 
measure of general aptitude aimed at predicting the extent 
to which recruits could be trained. The CTB replaced the 
General Adaptability Battery which was introduced after the 
Second World War. Biesheuvel (1952) reported validity co-
efficients of 0,58 and 0,55 from training results and ratings 
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of job efficiency. 1\ d . ·t T T d ( 1 0 ~ 3 \ ~ccor lng 0 rt~ son \ /) j, the principle 
aim in designing the GAB was to allow the mining industrJ to 
c2.teg?r~se B~ack labour and facilitate training for those jO?S 
for which they were best suited. 
Grant (1970) reporte.d multiple. correlation co-efficients for 
the battery with' theoretical job knoviledge (0,60), practical 
performance (0,63) and a composite criterion (0,65) which gave 
an overall validation co-efficient of 0,66 (Mauer, 1972; 
Theunissen, 1979). The validation sample used by Grant was 
confined to novices with less than six years of formal educa-
tion. Test scores were correlated with training performance, 
?.2.'ld according- -::0 ThetL12issen (l979) t~~e co-efficient ob-t3-ined 
(0,66) can be considereci highly acceptable in psychometric 
testing. 
3.2.1 Composition of the CTB. 
The Classification Test Battery consists of three 
tests, namely: 
1) The Pattern Reproduction Test, 
2) The Circles Test, and 
3) The Form Series Test. 
The battery also includes a buffer test, known as the 
Pegbord test which is intended to reduce test anxiety. 
3.2.2 Factors measured by the CTB. 
Theunissen (1979) reports that research which led to the 
development of the CTE was strongly influenced by 
Thurstone's (1951) conception of primary mental 
abili ties. Grant (1970) notes that the development 
of the tests was governed by careful attention being 
given to factors on which the tests are loaded. 
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m' . ( 1 Q"-'9 'I l" .1-1" " • ~ • , ' d Ineunlssen \ .J.../ ( / _.lS"tS L.ne lour abll.l 't l es measure 
by the CTB as: 
1) Percevtual s-peed - this f ac t or is .characterised 
by the ta~k of finding a given configuration, in a 
-mass of distracting material, -which is borne in mind 
during t he searching process. 
2) Perceptual analysis - this factor is characterised 
by the task of breaking down or analysing percep-
tual material into its component parts. Having 
analysed the material, the subject is required to 
discover the similarities and differences which exist 
among t he s timuli. 
the ability to discover, or apply a rule, by relating 
concepts to one another. It involves defining the 
attributes of the given stimuli and distinguishing 
one stimulis from another. 
4) S-pace - this factor represents the ability to per-
ceive spatial relations accurately and to compare 
them with one another. 
The CTB takes approximately two hours to complete. 
Testing is supervised by Black aptitude test instructors 
who have qualified according to requirements laid down 
by the Chamber of Mines. In order to facilitate an 
understanding of the testing procedure, instructions 
are read out in a number of African languages. Testees 
are also shown a motion picture of testing procedures 
with Blacks in the various roles as instructor and 
testee. For a large number of employees, this film is 
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their first exposure to such a cOTIlllunications medi~~. 
3.2.} General psychometric pronerties of the CTB. 
Hi th the i ncrease of lev·sls of formal education amongst 
Black mine'Norkers and the increase in scores achieved 
on the CTB, a study was undertaken by the Chamber of 
lvlines to gauge the feasibility of replacing the CTB. 
As a consequence, several interesting psychometric 
factors emerged. 
According to Ballantine (1979), it was possible for 
Grant (1970) to explain 42 percent of the variance of 
the training cri -Ceria ·used on the basis of a ,,,eighted 
Gr2n ~ did not repcrt the 
reliability of the total CTB but, on the basis of sub-
test reliabilities which he provided, it is possible 
(as done by Kristoff, 1978) to estimate the GTB 
reliability at 0,94 - an extremely high value. How-
ever, this figure does not necessarily hold today, some 
eleven years later. 
Taking the total score distribution, Ballantine (1979) 
was able to show a slightly bimodal distribution of 
high variance. Twelve percent of all testees obtained 
scores in the upper 7 percent of all possible raw scores 
(range 101 - 107). Ballantine regarded this as problem-
atic in that it prevents any meaningful discrimination 
between these particular testees. The aim of Ballan-
tine's research was to assess which of the four subtests 
would be most suitable for incorporation in a new 
selection test being developed. 
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1) Pattern Reuroduction Test - the distribution of 
this test '<vas fou..7J.d to be negatively skewed with 31 
percent of all testees obtaining scores in the - t.op-
7~ 7 percent of all po.ss.ible;:aw sco.res (37 - 39). 
It is clear-from the- dis:tribution that this test is 
of little use for classification purposes, as a 
large percentage of testees are compressed into a 
small raw score range, making meaningful discrimina-
tion extremely difficult. 
2) The Circles Test - the distribution for this test 
was also found to be negatively skewed with 24 per-
cen~ of all testees fall i ng i n the top 12,5 percent 
of all possible raw scores (29 - 39). This subtest 
can also be considered as unsuitable for classifica-
tion purposes. 
3) The Form Series Test - the distribution of this 
particular subtest was found to be bimodal. The FST 
scores were found to have little skewness and had a 
large variance. Only 15 percent of all testees 
scored in the top range (33 -36), which was equivalent 
to 11 percent of all possible scores. In terms of 
these findings Ballantine found the FST to be the most 
suitable for classification purposes; there being 
only an apparent problem of 'strategy'. 
A study by Melamed (1978), was directed at assessing 
the possibility of testees using various 'response 
strategies' on the Form Series Test. He found a number 
of strategies were being used of which only one leads 
to the answers that Grant (1970) intended. Melamed 
cont'ended. that- this pr.oblem arose from the use of 
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incorrect s trat egie s by testees and this i s part ially 
reinforced by completion of practice items prior to 
tak,ing the test. Melamed found the most common 
'alternative strategy' to be what he termed, 'repeat , 
the last two' which, when applied by 40 percent of his 
s<?JIlple, resul ted in a modal score of 16'. Alterna-
tively those testees who applied the 'correc::t; ' strategy' 
(some 38 percent) yielded a modal scorecr '32 i • 
Ballantine '(1979) concluded that it would be best to 
retain the Form Series Test if the CTB were to be 
modified, as the subtest had the most suitable reliabi-
Grant 
. /' ~ " "" -"'""\ \ ~ : - ""' I l ' 
, -L)'/ U ) unQer'-s oo:c a !ac"Cor al1a~ys ls on. a number of 
psychological tests including the three subtests dis-
cussed above. The results of which produced a single 
factor which he labelled 1spatial!. More specifically, 
the Form Series Test had the lowest loading (h=O,4l) 
on the spatial factor. However, this is not surprising 
as the FST is basically a test of reasoning ability 
rather than spatial relations. Ballantine indicates 
that the FST may be optimally combined with a spatial 
test in a modified selection battery. 
3.3 DISCUSSIONe 
The CTB has long been regarded as a rather arbitra~J means of 
selecting personnel. However, while it is easy to criticise 
the relative merits of the battery, let it be said that the 
selection and placement of so large a body of semi-literate, 
unskilled, semi-skilled and culturally diverse workers within 
one industry is no simple matter. The Black mineworker 
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provides the l abouring element in ti-:.e industry 3....Yld as such t t.e 
training methods' which have been developed focussed on '.trays CL.VJ.d 
means, of yiel ding higher productivit y. , The Black mine 'dor ke,r 
is comple.~ely FeIDoved from planning and decision making yet 
his work" as, labourer and. supervisor, is. of c-ri ticaL importancc. 
Principle f ac-:ors \-Thich w'.J'J.lc1 ~1amper any development of a 
reliable and valid selection battery in the mining industry 
include: 
1) Lack of exposure to an industrial working enviroY'JIlent. 
2) Standard of formal education. 
3) Cultural and linguistic diversity. 
H~, tes t s and t he conseq1..,lent sceptici sm as to their 
effectiveness. 
The .selection system is sanctioned by mine management and 
affects the majority group making up a mine's labour complement -
a majority that not only suffers from statutor'J job reserva-
tion - but one which is not represented via trade unions, which 
could negotiate for more valid selection and placement instru-
ments. The Black mineworker is in a system of which he has 
little understanding and is being selected for certain jobs on 
the basis of criteria which principally satisfy the rationale 
of the whole operation - expediency. 
Language difficulties posed by giving instruction at the tribal 
interface are largely overcome by the use of 'Fanakalo t , which 
is a basic mixture of African, English and Afrikaans words 
strung together by African pronounciation. Although Fanakalo 
has proved useful for communication, it is highly restricted 
especially with regard to technical terminology and industrial 
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in.l.lova ticns . 
Researchers from the Human Resources Laboratory (The1..U1issen, 
Ha,uer, 11elCL'1l8d, 1;/olfaard.t and Ball alJ.t ine ). have all at some 
stage rei'erred to. the shortcoming of the CT]3 as a, selection 
instrument ~. When Grant validated the hatter.! in 1970 he 
li ttle k:ne1"f how rapidly his instrllsent would become dated. 
Some of the shortfalls of the CTB, identified by certain" 
researchers, will nO\1 be highlighted. 
3.3.1 A changing labour force. 
Theunissen and \'[olfaardt (1978) argue that the only 
factor which influenced performance on the CTB was the 
level 0 f 
performance on .L ' t.,ne three subtests, by subjects, has 
risen consistently since the introduction of the CTE. 
As a result of increased performance on the battery, the 
reliability and validity of the instrument has reached 
the level of statistical undesirability, and indicates . 
that the point has been reached where the level of the 
battery is too low relative to the standard of sophis-
tication of testees. Also, the validity of the CTB 
for testees with more than six years of formal education 
is not known. 
3.3.2 Retesting. 
A study carried out by Verster (1974) attended to the 
problem of testees being tested more than once on the 
CTB. Verster concluded that men who are repeatedly re-
tested reveal a positive increase in test performance. 
These findings were, at first, regarded with some concern 
but follow-up studies by Melamed (1976) and Theunissen 
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a~d \.jolf:1ard t I l '''' '~8\'''' d \. '/ (. ) I 0 1.Ul ' the problem to be less acut e 
than at first thought • . Their studies found test scores 
did increase. slightly en retes:t but declined s·J."t;s equently. 
The effect of rete$ting was consi.dered insigpificant., 
Although the effect of retesting may be considered: to be 
min:>r, it is possible in the long ~==; r--w , that the valid.i ty 
of the battery may be affected through over-exposure to 
the tGsts. As ::.ndica ted lJrevio'.lsly, the n8rmal period 
before retesting is approximately three months. The 
CTB takes t""O and 3, half hO iITS to administer <3.;"'1.d the man 
hours lost thro~gh retesting are considerable. 
Black m.ine~vJrk:ers are restricted in terms of the Mines and 
Works Act of 1956 in the types of \'lork they may perform 
in the mining industry. Although there have been 
movements recently towards opening certain avenues to 
facili tate Black adva.."'1.c8Jl2~~t , th~~re aT'e in practice very 
few catego:.:'ies of work in which both :Black and Europeans 
are employed. Generally, aptitude tests are used only 
for the selection of Blac~s and not for Whites. Euro-
pean employees are engaged and placed after completion 
of training p'3riods, e.g. ~iners and learner officials. 
Achievement scores are used for the initial placement 
of Whites. In contrast to this, Blacks are hardly ever 
given a .~hievernent tests for initial placement. Instead 
they are limited in their ch:>ice of occupation by their 
performance on an aptitude ba tt '3ry. Mt~l~lled (1977) 
writes, 
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"It is not clear itihy ability is used as a 
. selection criterion for wnites but not :Blacks. 
Possibly .. i t is. tho-light. that Blacks have 
little experience of tecJ:mology and therefore 
there; is a greater need to assess their 
'potential' ra-:her than their ability. This 
may hold for novices but not for those with 
. . ." mlnlng experlence · . 
(Melamed, 1977). 
Another difference in selection policy is that Whites 
are recruited f~r certain jobs while Blacks are re-
aptitude tests , l,v~1en used fo:r ~'lllite s, .lacilitate selection; 
tests for Blacks are almost exclusively used for job 
placement. Melamed proposes the rationale behind such 
practices is that Blacks have limited experience of 
specific jobs. Again, this may hold trtle for novices 
but ce:rtainly not for experienced men .. 
3.3.4 Implications of testing. 
Management may claim to be scientific in its selection 
policy in that it uses a statistically validated instru-
ment, but it is abuse of the instrument that is problema-
tical. The CTB score labels and virtually channels a 
Black mineworker's career into a fixed promotional route 
from which there is virtually no recourse, except by 
moving on to another mine where he has another opportunity 
on the CTB. Melamed (1976) drew attention to the hidden 
cost of a policy where the capable employee is prevented 
from promotion through low CTE scores. However, as 
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Theunissen (1979) correctly poin ts out, the CTE 'was 
not intended to label but rather to assist with initial 
plac~m?~t of a worker within the industry _ 
The South "African GGvernment has place~. restric,tions on 
the use of psychological tests, the m0st significant 
" . 
being r egistration of psycho l cgis ts with the S.A. 
Medical and Dental Council in order to work as 
practitioners and be legally recognised as such. This 
is in contrast with the United States where the courts 
have enforced a prerequisite which stipulates that 
psycholog'ical tests must have demonstrable validity 
Uni ted States, the test user ~ust demonstrate, for 
example, that the test intended for use has a si~1ifi- " 
cant known relationship with performance on the job. 
Tests which do not meet legal requirements cannot be 
put into use in the United States. 
According to Melamed (1977), i n South Africa the only 
limitation on what tests may be administered is confined 
to the choices of certain registered psychologists. 
There is no legal requirement to demonstrate usefulness 
of a test and, theoretically, management is free to USe 
any test desired, irrespective of the fact that it may 
be disadvantageous. 
Melamed (1977) contends that workers who are more aware 
of their rights and assertive in their demands are likely 
to become ~ore hostile to psychological testing. The 
situation may become aggravated where testing is con-
ducted in an inflexible manner, as in the mining industry, 
17"3 • •.• • • ." • • 
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'- .'here 31 2uck ffiins,;mrke::cs are perm&~ently ca teg:J risecl 
in terms of job capabilities a.s measured by the CTE. 
ResistC:L2c.e to the _ system ~Jhich per:'TIlanen.tly c0anpels a 
manis promot~onal routing may become especially acute 
where tests nei ther p:redi.ct anything more than 
'trainabili t :,/ ', nor frC iJl the I-vor ker T s poin t of view, 
appear to be doing so. 
TvIanagement may well become more resistant t o the use 
of psychological tests should testing become a conten-
tious issue. 
It must be acknowledged, h01<[ever, that the utilization 
placement of Black personnel, albeit in a very general 
sense. The contention is, however, that with develop-
ments in labour law and recognition of trade unions in 
the South African situation, it should be apparent to 
th'Jse planntng future manpower resource utilization in 
the mining indust~J that a more relevant instrument be 
developed for selection purposes. It is doubtful 
whether any Black mining trade union (should one ever 
come into being) would recognise and accept selection 
methods currently employed by the Chamber of Mines. 
The Wiehahn Commission (1979) recommended that Blacks be 
... ...... ; " .. " 
allowed to become scheduled persons - holders of blasting 
certificates. Should this recommendation be passed 
through the legislature, it would mean greater competi-
tion for mining jobs. The mining industry would, as a 
result, have to employ more sophisticated instruments 
so as to ensure selection of the best available candi-
dates irrespective of race. 
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The selection system current ly used by the Chamber of 
I'1ines in conjunction with various mining houses, is 
;r:ela t i vely _ cos,t effective iII: ,terms ,of actua.l capi t al 
outlay. Test scores are monitored at selected centres 
by tratn,ed staff who bring about necessary changes as . 
circ1..lTIls tances warrant them. Test supervision is 
provided by certificated Black aptitude test supervisors. 
These supervisors are in turn presided over by White 
training perso~~el, who are generally ex-production 
employees and have little or no formal academic train-
ing in psychometric testing, -Aptitude -testing on the 
mir:.2s is con0.'~-:.ctei1 in 8. TD.ecl:.-e..nical fa s~io:l by persons 
ac~inistration but for the most are entirely ignorant 
of the implications of the instrument they administer. 
Furthermore, this method of selection saves mining 
houses the cost of employing academically qualified, 
registered psychometric testing perso~~el, whilst 
relying on the Chamber of rlines to provide sui table staff 
to act as a monitor. 
Should statutory job reservation be done away with, 
the mining industry will be required to introduce 
sophisticated selection instruments for all prospective 
employees, irrespective of race, and to increase the level 
of standard requirements to be met by applicants. This 
must not be seen as a discriminatory step against Coloured 
persons as they would be most disadvantaged because of 
an inferior education system. Employers would be in the 
position to select the best candidates available simply 
because of increased competition. for jobs by a larger 
.-
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labour resource pool. 
Because of its vital position in the South African 
economy~ it is uoub-t:.fu l t1:.at Government wiil allow 
labdurunrest to affect the-:- production of gold. Should 
Government continue with its present policies and: dis-
mantle job reser'l 3.t ion, i t would be a priority that 
new labour dispensation incorporates a system which 
+-' vn8 
. . .. ' ... . 
provides for valid, relevant selection methods and which 
is acceptable to the respective mining unions. 
It is naive to assume that mining positions will always 
be filled by \fui tes. As South Africa develops econo-
a nutshell, there are simply not enough skilled Whites 
to fill all skilled positions in an industry which is 
rapidly expanding. The emotiveness concerning an open 
job market for all must be replaced by a r8alistic 
appraisal of skill requirements. 
This study is 3,:.'1 attem?t to justify the need for better 
insight into the conceptual abilities of Black mining 
personnel and consequently structure training accordingly. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The present res earch is a continuation of that undertaken by 
rloore (19.30 ). \Vhereas Moor-2 conducted. a ~il ot study confin~d 
to a laboratory set t ing, t he present research is an attempt 
at applying a battery of Piagetian conservation tasks, as 
compiled by Moore (1980 ), in a mining environment. 
Subjects were chosen at random to form two main groups, i.e. 
an Experienced group 8.J."1.d a Nov ice group, and further sub-
divided into four according to their CTB rating, for example, 
Blue, Pink, Yellow or White card holders. Subjects chosen 
for the Expe-:r.'ienced group had tc have completed at least one 
manual labourers before they return for further training in 
the type of occupation deemed most suitable for their dudec 
rating on the CTB. 
A total of fifty six Black mineworkers were tested with the 
intention of achieving t hree maj or obj ectives: 
1) A conceptual profile which would highlight the subject's 
conceptual abilities in relation to job skill require-
ments, which for all intents and purposes his performance 
on the CTB instrument has classified him to be trained for. 
2) An empirical analysis of combined Behavioural and 
Explanatory response to support the hypothesis that more 
experienced Black mineworkers should perform better on the 
battery than novices; the reason being conceptual 
development facilitated by cognitive adaptation to the 
demands of a selectively different technological environ-
ment. 
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3) To evaluatf2 a battery of Piagetian conservation tasks in 
order to construct a conservation scale with sound 
- statistical: properties. 
Li terature on conservat-ion has tended to' support some of 
Piagetts ideas and illustrates some methodological difficul-
ties. G ld ' 'd dB.J..l (1 '"' 1' ("'» ) T : . 0 ..:.. Scr.!.illl an en l; e r ioe, / \'ITl -ce , 
"The lack of consistency in conservation tasks 
used and the employment of different testing 
procedures in almost every investigation, make 
it extremely difficult to compare the many 
studies and 'derive some overall conclusions". 
Important psychometric indices such as retest reliability, 
homogeneity and level of difficulty of different conservation 
tasks are rarely taken into account. Feigenbaum (1963) and 
Go1dschmid (1961) found that procedural variation (length of 
a plasticine sausage or comparing a ball with a sausage 
instead of a pancake) may affect a child's judgement of 
conservation. By constructing a conservation scale with 
dependable statistical properties, it is intended to introduce 
greater consistency and statistical accuracy in conservation 
studies. 
The testing procedure for each task followed the method and 
design explicitly outlined by Piaget in his descriptions of 
the tasks and the types of questions put to subjects. A 
skilled Black interpreter was used and each session was conduc-
ted in the home language of the subject. 
Descriptions of the conservation tasks and methodology which 
follow have heen selectively adapted from Moore (1980). 
/ .18 •.•• ' ••••• 
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4- . 2 CON3ER-'IAT ION OF STJESTiJ:TCE . 
Piage't contends that the, conservation of substance represents 
t he siJnpJ.,e st qr:.ant i f icat i :Jn. of qualitie s and i s di s tinguished 
from measurement of .more compl~x properties such as weig..'-lt and 
volum.e .• Substance is by nature an undifferentiated and 
gl.obal pr')perty and may be quant i fie d before i ts attribut es 
(weight and volume) because it provides the subject with an 
undifferentiated quality _ From this point of undifferentiation 
the subject can move on to more complex pToperties which become 
quantified in the course of their differentiation. The con-
servation · of substance 'demands an understa.'Y.lding of the in-
in the f orm of rearrangement, deformation, etc. are neutralised 
and the quality is regarded as being the same despite mis-
leading perceptual cues. 
4.2.1 r1ethod. 
The subj ec t is ha."1.ded hvo equi'lalent amounts of 
plasticine, one being in the shape of a ball. The 
subject is then requested to make a similar ball of the 
same dimensions with the lump of plasticine. Once the 
subject is satisfied that the two balls are identical, 
the experimenter asks a number of questions (see 
Appendix 1). 
4.2.2 Stages of development. 
Stage 1 - The absence of conservation. 
This stage is typically do'minated by responses indica-
tive of the subject's dependence on perceptual cues as 
criteria for making judgments. Substance is not judged 
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result in one quantity being tlongerf or 'thinner' or 
~bigger T or l'there are more pieces'. Often the 
subject r S only reference for explaL"1ing qua.."1ti ties as 
equal is the oolour of material used. Stage 1 subjects 
do not have the necessary quantifying operations and as 
a result are unable to conserve substance. 
Stage 11 - Towards the conservation of substance. 
Stage 11 subjects are able to conserve substance but not 
weight and volume. Sub-stage llA is characterised by 
responses that oscillat e between characteristics 9f 
Steg's 1 and Sub-sta€, ,= 113 ~ 1,vher2 the C'JIlSSr'ra t ion of 
Sub-stage llA - Intermediate reactions between non-
conservation and the conservation of substance. 
This stage indicates the conflict situation conservation 
arouses - a conflict between direct experience and 
rational operations. Subjects \vho are dependent on 
perception give similar responses to St2~e 1 subjects. 
As soon as the reliance on perceptual cues diminishes and 
is replaced by increasing attention to transformations, 
the subject is forcibly led towards the conservation of 
substance. Typically, responses will vascillate between 
a dependence on perception and transformations. The 
two key factors involved in conservation of matter are 
(1) Identification - nothing has been added or taken 
away in respect of the transfo~ed ball and, (2) 
Reversibility - the notion that operations which are 
responsible for the transfo~ations are reversible. Both 
factors are necessary for the conservation of substance. 
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S~_b-stage 113 - The cons er"I2:t: ion of sut>o c::·anC2 . 
In Sub-stage lIB the operational mecnanismreplaces 
perception and th2 conservation of substance is ack-
nowledged under all CirC1J111stances. But although sub-
jects readily a ck.Yl owl edge the amount of matter as being 
the same despite transformations, they are as yet unable 
to conserve weight and volume. The deformed ball may 
have the same amount of plasticine but its weight and 
volume increase or decrease according to its size. 
Stage lIlA - Intermediate responses between non-
conservation and conservation of weight. 
- I _ . _ 
a [IQ/ c::r ~\~;2.. '2a.l 
true reversibility and the invariance of weight is not 
discovered. The subject is in a conflict situation 
governed by a conservation of substance and perceptive 
intuitions, with regard to the quantification of weight. 
SUb.jects respond p:)si tively to the behavioural questions 
and report that the balls weigh the same but cannot give 
an explanation why this may be the case. 
Sub-stage lllB - The conservation of substance and weight •• 
In this stage, the subject conserves subst&'1.ce and weight, 
being invoked as a logical necessity. Both balls have 
the same amount of plasticine and they weigh the same 
because nothing has been added or t~~en away despite the 
transfor:nations. The subject also suggests that should 
he roll the manipulated material into a ball there will 
be a return to the position the exercise started out 
from and where quantities were equal. 
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Pi.sget distinguishes between conceived space and perceived 
spac e. Per ceived space is associated with the sensori-
motor stage of cogn itive development. Initially topological 
relations are- perceived and only later, with the recognition 
of object permanence and consistency of size and shape, does 
the child come to recognise euclidean and proje~tive spatial 
relat i ons . 
For the purposes of the diagnostic battery, only euclidean 
spatial relations are considered as they are more complex than 
projective · or topological spatial relations. The euclidean 
Euclidean space embraces all objects and consists of relations 
of order which are applied simultaneously to three dimensions. 
Objects are loaded into a three-dimensional reference system of 
vertical and horizontal co-ordinates. This frame of reference 
is no t simply confined to relations of order betHeen objects, 
but is also applicable t o the positions objects occupy, which 
in turn allows relations between objects to be maintained as 
invariant in spite of any potential displacement of the 
objects. 
Piaget alludes to such a frame of reference constituting 
euclidean space as similar to a 7 container' which is relatively 
independent of the active objects 'contained' in it. 
4.3.1 Method - horizontal and vertical axes. 
The simplest reference frame of the physical world is 
provided by vertical and horizontal axes. The subject 
is required to make reference to these axes in order to 
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assess his cO~ ~ 9ptual fr~ffie of re f erence. 
Concept of the horizontal. 
The su'8j ect i s sho~,.,'Il a frame housir'lg two ' identical glass 
bottles 'v-rhich may be' tilted to any degree around a ' 
central point. One bottle is half filled with a red- ' 
coloured viscous liquid. ~he second bottle contains 
"I 
a piece of ca::,d'b'Jard, repr8sentingthe liquid in th~~ 
other bottle, identical in colour to, and quantity of, 
the liquid. The card may, in turn, be til ted arm1..."'1d .3, 
central point in such a manner that it can parallel any 
angle of the liquid in the other bottle when it is 
ti l t2 Cl. 
The s~J."Jject is sho\ .. n both 8J t tles a.ni ~is a t tention is 
drawn to the red card as being fully representative of 
the red liquid in the othl~r bottle. Furthermore, the 
su1')ject is sh)wn how to manoeuvre the card. The bottle 
containing the liquid is covered so that t he subject is 
unable to S8{3 i t , 3lld the ler.rnTIstrat or til t s both bottles 
in the same direction and at the saffiia a.""1gle. The sub-
ject is requested to move the card to shoiN the position 
of the liquid in the other bottle. The bottle con-
taining liq"J.id is then uncovered and the level of the 
card compared with it. 
The exp,erimenter then til ts the covered bottle containing 
the liquid to various angles in full view of the subject 
who must then ::nove the card in the other bottle to indicate 
the position of the liquid. After completing the 
prescribed number of manoeuvres, tha subject is 
required to pencil in the position of the 
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1 iquid in outline dra':!ings of a bottle til ted at various 
Each diagram illustrates a line, representing 
t~e horizontal, so as ~o nrovide ~ horizontal axis. 
Conce·pt·· of th-e v·ertical·' . -:. 
The subject is shown a plasticine mountain and asked to 
psrce ived extrusion. The sub-
j act is then request ed "to dra'd a fence over a hill in 
~~ illustration ~ld then to draw two houses and two 
trees on the slopes of an outline drawing. 
4.3.2 Stages of development. 
Subjects at this stage regard fluid in purely topologi-
cal terms - something contained in a bottle - and not 
according to euclidean concepts such as straight lines, 
planes or dimensions. Liquid levels are not delineated 
by lines but are merely drawn as a blot contained within 
the bottle. Fence posts are drai.VIl lying dov·m and in 
proximity to the mountain slope. Houses are attached 
by their side walls. Irrespective of arrangement, 
objects are never placed vertically. 
Responses of this nature indicate a complete absence 
of conceptualizing horizontal and vertical co-ordinates, 
which is initially due to a disregard for orientation 
of objects, because as yet the subject does not grasp 
relations applying to empty space. 
Sub-stage llA - water level shown parallel with the 
base of the bottle and trees perpendicular to the 
mountain side. 
Here the subje'Ct still fails to grasp the orientation_ 
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of liquid ir:. a tilted bottle or posts on an inclined 
slope. wben tilted it is assu:ned that the liC{uid 
expands to"'lards the neck of tr ... e bottle vlhile· the surface 
remains parallel to the base. However, subjects of 
~. 
this stage do initiate the use of straight lines and 
planes under certain conditions. Trees ~~d posts are 
drawn perpendicular to the slope and the concept of 
right angles starts to emerge to supplement concepts of 
the plane ~~d the parallel. 
Sub~stage lIB - intermediate responses. 
Responses typical' of this stage center around the sub-
~ .: -: L .:,_~ 
direction of tilt and is related to opposite corners of 
the bottle. Subjects still have no reference system on 
which to base their conception of the liquid when it is 
no longer parallel to the base of the bottle, nor how 
to d.etermine the angle bet"ltreen the level of the liquid 
and the side of the bottle. 
When the bottle is inverted subjects record a correct 
response because the liquid assumes its position parallel 
to the base. 
As regards the concept of the vertical, subjects tend to 
place fence posts vertical on the plasticine mountain, 
but on the drawings figures are drawn perpendicular to 
the slope or a position between the perpendicular and 
the vertical. The subject is also able to enact the concept 
of the vertical in an inconsistent manner in different 
situations because his judgments are based on different 
reference systems without his realisation of this 
", : • . 't .~~' • ~ .. . . . , .... ", .,. : 
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anomally . At this s t age the CO~~ 8p t of ~n8 vertical 
and horizontal is still pre-operational, lH'i th the sub-
ject i s. judg:nent be i ng do,:nin~ted. by in,t u ition . . 
Stage~ lll --the diElcov ery o.f the vertical · and the 
horizontal. 
At this stage the subject start s making use of a 
reference system to construct and co-ordinate axes 
which embraces the entire spatial field. 
Sub-stage lILA. 
This stage is d02inated by the subject's trial-and-
error constructions of horizontal and vertical axes. 
side and there is a partial discovery of the vertical. 
Repeated attempts are necessary before the subject 
is able to recognise the' horizontal and the vertical. 
These concepts are constructed during the actual course 
of this stage when t h e necessary operations have been 
organised into a sy stem. 
Sub-stage IllB. 
Here the subject utilizes raferences from parts of the 
object. The construction of the horizontal and the 
vertical is tr~~slated in operational terms and applied 
directly to all situations. 
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Piaget contends that the concepts of distance 3..n.d length are 
psyc:-lO l ogicall::r ;:iifferent &"ld should be 8.Da lysed separately . 
Piaget refers to d. istance as fthe linear separation of 
ob-jects - to e:1lpty spaces; and length being the , linear siz.e 
of objects'. Logically the two concepts are interdependent, 
with distance defined as the length of an interval between 
objects, &~d length being the distance taken up by an object. 
For Piaget the reconstruction of distance is a problem that is 
separate from both perceptual estimates and measurement; it is 
a condi tion of measurement ' in' i ts'elf ,,' Distance is not iso~ 
.L. ' . -. - _ _ . '_ _ .:-:. .... " -t- -. -.. ·1:::. .~ . - .... ...:...: . 
understanding of the intervals between the points in relation 
to the order of the points. 
4.4.1 Method. 
Tw:) figures (trees ) identical in appearance and 
dimensions , are set out on a table approximat ely 50 em 
apart. The subject is asked whether the trees are 
'near one another' or 'far apart'. Care is taken not 
to refer to movement or distance travelled. The trees 
remain in the same position throughout the exercise. 
Once the subject has answered the first question a 
wooden screen, which is slightly higher than the trees, 
is placed between the two figures. Again the question 
is asked 'l,vhether the trees are r far apart r ,or 'near f 
depending on previous reply, and he is requested to 
substantiate his answer. The screen is removed and 
replaced with other objects such as a screen with its 
centre removed to give a 'window' effect; a large cube 
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~" Th ich is much taller than the "Gress ; 2,r;.d a carpet of 
· ... !Ooden bricks ',inicn are lower than the trees ' and form . 
a pathway. 
The , Cluestion of symmetry was raised by. askingt- '. is, it · 
near ox as far (depending on the subject's formulat.ion) 
from here to there CAB - tree to object) as it is from 
here to there (BA - object back to same tree) '? The 
experimenter is required to run his finger along the 
distance AB and BA to avoid misunderstanding. The 
subject is then presented with tvlO figures (tree A and 
. cube BO) where B is twice as high as' A. The same 
ting the two objects . 
Finally, the subj ect is presented \vi th two figures (trees) 
where one is raised 50 cm above the other so that they 
are on different levels. The subject is again asked if 
AD equals BA, with care taken not to mention climbing up 
or jo\m. 
4.4.2 Stages of development. 
Stage 1 - absence of overall distance. 
Subjects are unable to co-ordinate the two distances AS 
and BS (A and B are trees and S is the screen/mediating 
object) such that the distance relation between A and B 
has no meaning when the object is interposed. Further-
more, the distance relationship is asymmetrical (AB,BA) 
when figures A ~~d B are on different horizontal planes 
and occasionally even when on the same plane. 
Subjects are unable to combine the intervals AS and SB 
to obtain an overall distance because of the impositions 
of intuition and an inabil,ity- to reverse operat-ions. 
The subject may, repeatedly, . respond by breaking the 
: . '. .! ••• • 
but equal entities. The subject!s attention is focus s ed 
on the int rusion of object S and the space it occupies 
seems t o distort h i s prior conception of the empty 
distance. AD .. The object S becomes, for the subject, 
an obstacle - ti ti in the way' - this much is gained 
from the explanation given to substantiate his respons e . 
With respect to the symme t rical property of distance 
(AB equals BA), two si t uations may be distinguished. 
Firstly, waere A and B are on the same horizontal 
plane, subjects are unable to comprehend whether the 
distance from A to B is the same as distance B to A 
becaus e thei~ 2 ~nce9tion s o f or~e~ is not reversib l e . 
Secondly, where one of t he obj ects is higher t ha.c"1 the 
other (taller or situated higher), distances see~ 
greater in an upward than in a downward direction. 
Judging by explanations given by subjects, it would 
appear tha t because an upward climb is ID8re strenuous 
tha..YJ. the down .. vard, the former is perceived as being 
longer and hence further. 
Stage 11. 
This stage presents the core of the problem in the con-
servation of distance. Subjects are able to compare 
reciprocal distances between A and B with the interposed 
objects. However, they maintain that the overall 
dist~~ce (AS + BS) varies with the thickness of S. 
Also, a difference in height between A and B commands 
the belief that distance between the objects is 
asynrrnetrical. 
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Sub-stage llA - non-conservation of overall distance, 
distance relations asymmetrical. 
Subjects lack a co-ordinate system with which they can 
refer to objects which take up empty space. In order 
to develop such a system, the subject must recognise 
that although solid objects may be placed in various 
positions, each of them must occupy a particular 'site' 
which remains constant. Furthermore, a simultaneous 
grouping of relations of order and change of positions 
is necessary before subjects are able to compare 
length and distance. 
At this stage subjects judge the length of ~~ object in 
terms of its dimensions and assess distance in terms of 
intuitive intervals between objects. However, unlike 
Stage 1 respondents, subjects start to construct an 
overall relation of the distance between A and E instead 
of being confined to relations of each figure (A ~~d E) 
and the object S. This does not imply an operation 
because subjects are still convinced that the introduc-
tion of S alters the distance between A and E. Subjects 
believe that the distance AB is reduced by an amount 
which is equivalent to the width of S. In addition, 
the distance between AB and EA is regarded as asymmetri-
cal. 
Sub-stage llE (Type A) - non-conservation of overall 
distance. Distance relations symlletrical. 
Although subjects still consider distance and length to 
be heterogeneous, and consequently there is non-conserva-
tion of distance, they do recognise the symmetrical 
character of the interval and the equality of distance 
AB and EA. 
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Sub-stage llB (Type B) - conservation of overall 
distance . Distance relations symmetrical . 
Type A subjects discover the symmetry of distances fl~ 
and BA prior to the conservation of distance. TypeB 
subjects make these discoveries in the reverse order , 
in that the distance AB and BA are recognised as 
symmetrical when S is interposed, but when A and B are 
on different planes the distance is not recognised as 
symmetrical. 
Stage 111 - conservation of distance . 
Responses at this stage show the conservation of 
distance between two fixed objects (A and B) irrespec-
tive of the nature of objects interposed as S. Distance 
is acknowledged as identical from A to B and B to A. 
Furthermore, subjects recognise that dimensions of 
solid objects are part of the distance. 
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4 .5 CONSK'l.VATION OF LK IGTH. 
Central to mea suremen t is the notion t ha t object s remain con-
stant in size in spite of changes in position r elative to one 
another. As in t he conservation of euclidean space and 
distance, where the subject is required to construct a system 
of 'sites' that c~~ be filled with objects, conservation of 
length can only be achieved if the 'site' of ~~ object remains 
constant in size when it is left empty and when it is occupied 
by an object . There must be established a stable system of 
relations between objects, and in addition, a system which 
hold the length of ob j ects constant when t hey are moved. 
4 . 5.1 Method. 
The subject i s pre s ented "lith hlO iden t ical sticks, 
straight and 5 c~ long , with their extremities facing 
one another. The subject is requested to confirm that 
the sticks are of equal dimensions . One stick is 
moved 2 cm and the subject is asked which one of the 
sticks is longer or whether they are of the same length . 
At all levels the sticks are judged equal before being 
staggered. 
4 . 5 . 2 Stages of development . 
Stage 1 . 
In this stage, subjects confine their attention to the 
extremities of the sticks . Both ends of alternate 
sticks are not taken into account simultaneously, which 
implies that subjects ar e not concerned with intervals 
of length between the end- points. Changes of position 
as perceived at this stage lead to non- conservation of 
l ength. The path of movement is regarded in terms of 
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point of arrival, without reference to point of 
departure and the interval between the departure and 
arrival points being made . The lengths of the objects 
change as a function of their end points. 
Sub- stage llA. 
This stage is intermediate between stage 1 and lIB. 
Subjects maintain that the object which has been moved 
forward is longer, thinking only in terms of the further 
extremities . 
Sub- stage llB . 
This indicates what Piaget terms 'intuitive regulation' 
taking place. Intuitive regulation r elates to the 
decentration of attention with subjects taking into 
account all extremities of the sticks rather than only 
the leading extremities . Subjects respond that the 
sticks are equal when in alignment with one another, but 
this equality is denied when one stick is positioned at 
an angle of 45 degrees from the mid- point of the other. 
Subjects 'Iho were unable to offer any explanation for 
their responses were incorporated in this stage . 
Attempts at conservation of length are dominated by 
intuition and not founded in logical necessity. 
Sub- stage III - comparison of length. Two straight 
lines staggered. Operational conservation . 
A reference system of stationary sites and moving objects 
is constructed and the conservation of length be ,~omes a 
logical necessity in all instances . 
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4.6 CONSERVATION OF TIME. 
To determine time, there must be a reference to causality, i.e. 
linking causes and effects by explaining the latter in terms of 
the former. Time may be regarded as the co-ordination of 
motions at different velocities . The construction of time 
begins with a correlation of velocities . Operational time 
logically requires that the relations between simultaneity, 
succession and duration must first be constructed . 
4.6.1 Method - the equalization of synchronous durations 
and the tr~~sivity of equal time rel ations. 
For the purposes of the diagnostic battery, the 
relations of simultaneity and duration will be analysed. 
Piaget shows that even when a child acknowledges that 
two bodies start and stop simultaneously he does not, 
of necessity, conclude that their motions are of equal 
duration. In order to analyse this, a large reservoir 
is allowed to empty through a tapering tube that yields 
two i dentical jets of water. The flow is collected by 
vessels of differant shapes and sizes. Both jets of 
water are controlled 'by ,a single tap so that the water 
may be clearly seen to start and stop running at the 
same time. Questions asked during this task are con-
cerned with synchronisation of water flow, the equality 
of the durations of the flow, and relations between time 
~~d the amount of water run out. 
4 . 6 . 2 Stages of development. 
Stage 1 - failure to grasp simultaneity and synchronisa-
tion, and failure to quantify flow. 
Responsesindicate a primitive inability to grasp 
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simultaneity, synchronization and quantification of 
flow. Subjects at this stage, although aware of the 
starting/stopping of the flow of water, do not accept 
the simultaneity of the end of the flow. Piaget 
indicates that failure to grasp simultaneity may be 
correlated with an inability to synchronise durations, 
because the subject thinks of time as belonging to each 
action separately. Furthermore, actions can only be 
co-ordinated by their results (i.e. the work done). 
Because results are not quantified they cannot provide 
objective criteria by which the subject can judge time 
durations and intervals, etc. These results do not 
depend on the interval between the starting and stopping 
point , but are concentrated on the finishing point alone . 
S~b-stage llA - inverse relations between time and 
velocity and correct prediction of the filling rate as 
a function of the size of the bottle; simultaneity but 
neither synchronisation of durations nor correct 
Quantificat ion of' the flow of the liQuid. 
Subjects at this stage usually succeed in answering the 
first two questions (see Appendix 1) correctly, but none 
of the others. It may therefore be inferred that 
subjects recognise simultaneity and by divorcing time from 
velocity, predict intuitively, that the larger of the 
two bottles will be filled more slowly over a longer 
period of time. They fail to synchronise durations with 
simul taneous starting arId stopping points, or to quarltify 
the amount of water run out. Whereas in stage 1, 
subjects deny simultaneity because their attention is con-
centrated on the ri sing water level end not cessation 
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of the flow, in stage llA this simultaneous stopping 
of the twin flows is taken into account as well as the 
rise in water levels . This decentration leads subjects 
directly to grasping simul taneity . 
However, subjects are still unable to establish the 
equality of the durations until they have developed a 
conception of quantity that would enable them to 
realise the equality of the two amounts of water that 
were run out . 
SUb- stage llB - the empirical discovery of synchroni-
sation . 
After a number of attempts subjects are able to grasp 
the equality of synchronous durations and of the 
quantities of liquid run out . But this ability is still 
not fully oper ational and is to some extent intuitive 
a,".d empirical . 
Stage 111 - immediate synchronisation and quantification. 
This stage i ndicat es the ope~ation construction cf the 
r elations of time, and de~onstrates that the greater the 
grasp of synchronisation, the better the quantification 
of the work done . Subjects must constrilct relations 
of time operationally before they can appreciate that the 
equations X = Y and X = Z are transitive. 
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4.7 THE CONSERVATION OF SPEED. 
According to Piaget, the simplest intuit ion of speed and 
movement is founded on an intuition of order . A moving 
object is judged to move faster than another when it over takes 
it on a path parallel to its own, when it was originally behind 
or side by side the other object according to the direction of 
travel, and is afterwards ahead of it. 
4.7.1 Method - the speed of two movements where only the 
starting and stopping points are visible . 
This task involves the subject judging the respective 
speeds of two moving objects when the starting and 
stopping points alone are visible . The paths traversed 
are unequal in length, but parallel, ~~d run in the 
same direction. For the most part, two tunnels ensure 
the travelling objects remain out of sight for the sub- ' 
ject. In ~rder to conserve speed the subject must 
respond correctly by reasoning: if the two objects 
start ~~d stop at the s~~e time , and if they are in 
motion for the sa~e amount of time; do not travel the 
same distan~e; that one of the objects is travelling 
faster than the other. 
4.7.2 Stages of development . 
Stage 1 - failure in comparison of speeds. 
The subject is unable to solve the problem even after 
witnessing the exercise without the tunnels and seeing 
" 
the cars travel the unequal distance. Intuitive solu-
tion to the problem is demonstrated by the fact that 
subjects have no difficulty in recognising that one of 
the cars travels faster than the other when the tunnels 
ars removed . This holds only w:~en the cars are 
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set off simultaneously from the same point and travel 
in the same direction. Intuitive judgments are based 
on visible 'overtaking' . 
Piaget points out that subjects obser,ing the simulta-
neous stopping of the cars, tend to judge the speeds as 
equal even if one car is set off after the other from 
the same starting point . Some subjeGts contend that 
the car travelling the farther distance takes a longer 
time, even though they have seen the simultaneousness 
of starting and stopping. 
Generally, subjects at this stage judge the speeds to be 
equal by centrating on the simultaneousness of starting 
and stopping. 
Stage 11 - intermediate responses . 
Subjects initially judge speeds to be equal and then · 
gradually move towards a correlation of time and dis-
tance travelled. When the plastic tunnels are returned, 
subjects have no difficulty in grasping from the length 
of the longer tunnel that a hidden overtaking takes 
place and deduce that one object is travelling faster. 
But this deduction is not operationally based in that 
they think in terms of real overtaking and do not corre-
late the time and space traversed . 
Stage 111 - operational solut.ion to the proble,". 
At this stage subjects are able to establish the 
difference in speeds by immediately correlating the given 
factors of time and space traversed . In taking cog-
nisance of the equality of the synchronous durations, 
overtaking becomes the relationship of the space tra-
versed and the illtey-\~al s of time . Consequently there 
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is no further need to imagine any overtaking inside 
the tunnels. The distance travelled and the time 
taken are directly correlated into speed. 
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4.8 UNIFORMLY ACCELERATED MOVEMENT. 
According to Piaget, once a subject is able to conserve speed 
the way is open for aCQuisition of the concept of acceleration. 
Conservation of acceleration reQuires the co-ordination of 
relations of speed, distance and time. A simple method of 
studying acceleration is to observe uniformly accelerated 
moveillent on an incline plane. 
4.8.1 Method. 
Subjects are shown a straight track, half of which may 
be inclined to various heights, and presents a downhill 
and a horizontal situation. A scale model car is also 
presented. Once the subject has discovered that the 
speed of the toy car changes as it rolls, a second 
parallel track may be marked with flags at eQual dis-
tances (four intervals). The subject must discover 
that the speed of the car differs with each interval. (1) 
A third condition concerns a decrease in times over eQual 
distances and the fourth condition deals with an increase 
in distance covered in eQual time. (2) 
4.8.2 Stages of development. 
Stage 1 - no acceleration as a function of descent. 
Piaget indicates that most subjects begin this task al-
ready having an intuition of acceleration, although some 
may have no notion of acceleration at all. In the 
latter case, subjects are unable to conceive an object 
as moving 'faster and faster' or even just 'faster'. 
They only entertain the idea that an object is moving at 
speed which remain constant .• 
1. See Appendix 1. 
2. See Appendix 1. 
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At this stage , questions of acceleration are meaning-
less to the subject . 
Stage 11 - intuitive acceleration. 
This stage is characterised by an empirical intuition of 
acceleration as a function of the incline . Piaget 
claims that this intuition is incompl ete as accelera-
tion is not conceived as regular or continuous - there 
is no correlation of time with the distance covered. 
At this stage the subject either believes that times 
taken for each interval ar e equal because the di stances 
are, or he correlates an increase in speed with an 
increase in time. 
Stage III - articulated intuition of acceleration and 
gradual success in correlating times and distances 
successively traversed. 
Subjects initially commit the same errors as those in 
stage 11 (cor relation of equal distances with equal 
times and vice versa, etc .), but then correct their 
responses spontaneously. It is this correction which 
indicates that subjects have not yet fully succeeded in 
construing acceleration oper ationally . Their thinking 
remains a simple representational imagination . 
Stage IV - immediate solution of the problem by formal 
operations . 
In the previous stage the subject ' s reasoning is 
governed by the concrete - what is physically present -
whilst at the formal stage subjects are able to solve 
the problem by hypothetico- deductive reasoning . Sub-
jects of this stage immediately respond that time taken 
for equal distance decreases and with each new equal time 
distance increases . 
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4 . 9 THE CONSERVAT ION OF FORCE. 
Moore (1980) selected a task which incorporated Newton's third 
law of motion to deal with the concept of force as part of a 
diagnostic battery. 
4.9.1 Method - the transmission of movements . 
This task deals with the Drrnediate and mediate trans-
mission of movements from one object to another. The 
subject is presented with a number of wooden balls sus-
pended on wire and which may be hung from a horizontal 
frame. There are six medium size balls, eleven small 
balls and one large ball. All balls are suspended on 
wire three inches in length except for two small balls -
one is suspended by wire f ive inches long and ~nother by 
a short wire one inch long. A short wooden ruler 
(three inches in length and suspended on wire three 
inches long) is also provided. 
The subject is shown the horizontal bar with a small ball 
~~d a silver ball attached to its extremities and is 
asked to move the silver ball by not touching it, but 
by using the ball already attached and any of the other 
objects provided. Care is taken to impress upon the 
subject that neither of the two balls originally placed 
may be removed from their positions. 
The operational solution is achieved when the subject is 
able to align balls of the same size and the same length 
of suspension as those originally placed, and they are 
able to explain how force is transmitted when the ball 
at one extremity is drawn back and allowed to strike 
the following ball. 
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4.9.2 Stages of development. 
Sub-stage lA - centration on immediate transmission . 
Subjects of this stage attempt immediate transmission by 
implementing direct contact between the two balls. 
These subjects do not think of using other balls as 
intermedia and have no conception of mediate t rans-
mission. Piaget indicates that in this stage when the 
subject collides one ball with another , he forgets which 
ball started the process - indicating a difficulty in 
realising the order of succession. 
Sub-stage lB - the discovery of quasi-mediate t~ansmission. 
Quasi-flediate transmission refers to the idea of a chain 
of immediate transmissions as opposed to the idea of a 
force that traverses a number of moving objects. I t 
is a stage of transition from the absence of mediate 
t ransmission to the discovery of chain reactions. Sub-
jects of this stage hook up other balls or the ruler as 
intermedia and follow the chain reaction of one object 
striking the next, and so on. This seems to indicate 
that before subjects are able to conceive mediate trans-
mission, they must grasp the order of a succession of 
events. Subjects discover that by using objects as 
mediators , they are substituting an action of . the object . 
for an action of their own. 
Stage 11 - an appeal to mediate transmission. 
Subjects appeal almost directly to mediate transmission, 
but they still believe that large balls should be used 
to augment the force of impact. The deliberate 
selection of large balls suggests a failure to grasp 
the conservation of transmitted motion, and consequently, 
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an operational construction of force as mass 
acceleration. 
Stage 111 - operational solution of the problem. 
Subjects of this stage hook up intermediate balls of 
equal sizes (and same length of wire) to the small ball, 
as an immediate solution to the problem. The most 
effective solution being to hook up all similar balls 
so that they touch one another. Consequently, the 
minimum amount of force applied to the first ball 
induces movement from the silver ball. Subjects 
reason the solution as energy (force) being transmitted 
through intermediate objects and inducing movement in 
the target ball. (3) 
3. Further details concerning methodology and apparatus may be found 
in Moore, R.S. Unpublished Master's thesis . Rhodes University (see 
References). 
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4.10 SCORING . 
It was decided that for an applied situation, Behavioural 
and Explanation scales would be used in conjunction with 
conceptual profiles . Each subject was asked a set of standard 
~uestions (4) which were scored statistically and in the form 
of a conceptual profile. The use of conservation scales 
allowed between- groups comparisons and statistical inferences 
to be drawn. This would not have been possible if profiles 
alone wera scored. 
Responses were scored strictly according to Piagetian inter-
pretations. Three principle conceptual areas were covered: 
1. Responses based on intuition . 
2. Intermediate responses (not fully operational). 
3. Conservation responses. 
Subjects who scored the maximum on both indices were adjudged 
to have conserved a particular concept and profiled accordingly. 
The subject who relied on intuition would have some or all 
of the Behavioural marks but no Explanation scores. Similarly, 
intermediate subjects would have a predominance of Behavioural 
scores with a small number of Explanation scores correct . 
However, each case was scored individually and allowance made 
for finer demarcations on the conceptual profiles. 
4. See Appendix 1. 
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4 .11 Results. 
Scor s s were statistically analysed by computing them on SPSS 
for OS/360, Version E, Released 8 .1, May 20, 1980 . Three 
analyses were used, namely, 
Chi square distribution (using crosstabulation) 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients 
Partial Correlation Coefficients 
Cross tabulation was used to determine the level of significant 
difference in performance between Novices and Experienced 
workers. The Pearson and Partial Correlation Coefficients were 
used to determine the level of significant correlation between 
the variables. 
These variables wers: 
1. Category of worker (Novice/Experienced) . 
2. Substance. 
3. Space. 
4. Distance . 
5. Length. 
6. Time. 
7. Speed . 
8 . Acceleration. 
9 . Force. 
10. Age of Subject. 
11. Years of Education. 
12. Number of Mining Tours. 
13. To t al Test Score. 
4.11.1 Chi-Square distribution. 
Chi-square was used to test for significant difference 
in the scores of experienced and novice groups, if there 
was any significant difference. Frequency tables were 
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computed for both group's scores on each concept (for 
example, Substance ) . In addition , frequency distribu-
tions were obtained for variables 10 to 13 to test for 
significant difference . Each cellon the "Crosstabs" 
. computation yielded the following data for each variable:. 
SCORE 
8 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
VAR001 
NOVICE 
1 
2 
40 , 0 
7,1 
3,6 
SUBSTANCE 
1 
1 
1 EXPER . 
1 2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
60 ,0 
10,7 
5,4 
VAR001 is the category of worker. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ROW 
TOTAL 
1 5 
1 8 , 9 
1 
1 
1 
VAR002 is the concept of substance. 
The above cell may be analysed as follows, taking row by 
row and left to right. 
8 is the score. Two novices and three experienced 
subjects scored 8 and this makes up five subjects of the 
total group who scored 8 . 
Second row: 40 , 0 and 60 , 0 represent the percentage break-
down of subjects who scored 8, for the cell , while 8,9 
refers to the percentage of the total sample who scored 
8 on t he concept of Substance. 
Third row:. these scores refer to the percentage of 
subjects who scored 8 within their job category. 
Fourth row: these are percentages of the total sample for 
both job categories and by adding them together a total 
group percentage of that particular score is obtained viz. 
8,9. 
From t his data it was possible to determine significance and 
to compile a frequency distribution. (See Figures 1 - 8) . 
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TABLE 1. TESTING FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE ON ALL VARIABLES 
=================================================== 
i VARIABLE. CHI-SQUARE. DEG. OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE OUTCOME , 
I SUBSTANCE 9.20000 15 0.8668 NSD 
I SPACE 10 .89177 11 0.4524 NSD 
i DISTANCE 15.34286 9 0.0819 NSD I 
I I I ! LENGTH 4.32000 5 0.5043 NSD I 
I TIME I 
, , 
I 
9.14035 13 0.7623 NSD I 
i SPEED 
, 
10 .60168 6 i 
I ACCELERATION 
0. 1015 , NSD i 
I , 
8.53333 11 0.6649 I NSD , I I I I I 
FORCE 5. 78056 2 0.0556 I NSD i I 
TOTAL TEST I I 
SCORE 30.66678 32 0.5340 [ NSD i 
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FIGURE 7: COMPL~TIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ACCELERATION. 
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4.11.2 Pearson Correlation Coefficients. 
As a back- up to the t est f or significant difference 
it was decided to include two measures of correlation, 
namely, the Pearson correlation and Partial Correlation 
Coefficients. 
Pearson 's correlation was used to correlate all the con-
cept variables with the variables of (1) age of the 
subject (2) years of education and (3) number of mining 
tours, and (4) t otal test score, in four separate 
analyses . For this test the worker category was treated 
as a single variable and not broken int o Novice and 
Experienced variables. 
TABLE 2 . RELATION BETWEEN CONCEPT VARIABLES AND AGE OF SUBJECTS 
. . ' . . 
====================================================== 
USING PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. 
==============--==== 
(Number of cases - 56) 
VARIABLE. 
SUBSTANCE " 
: 
i SPACE 
! 
, DISTANCE 
, 
LENGTH 
. Tll'lE 
, 
I SPEED 
I ACCELERATION 
FORCE 
PEARSON CORRELATION! 
COEFFICIENT . 
RELATION . 
." '" 0.051 
0.032 
0.106 
0.124 
0· 307 
0.376 
0.332 
0.034 
iNo ' significant correlation 
I Significant correlation 
No significant correlation 
No significant correlation 
. i I No significant correlatlon 'I 
! No significant correlation ! 
INO significant correlation 
!Significant correlation 
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TABLE 3. RELATION BETWEEN CONCEPT VARIABLES Al'ID YEARS OF 
=============================================--= 
EDUCATION USING PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. 
==========================================--=== 
VARIABLE. PEARSON CORRELATION RELATION. 
COEFFICIENT . 
SUllSTANCE ' . 0.436 . No significant co=elation 
SPACE 0 . 493 No significant co=elation , , 
DISTANCE 0 . 181 No significant correlation I I I I I ! I LENGTH 0.354 No significant co=elation 1 
, 
I TIME 0·348 No significant correlati on 
I 
SPEED 0 .209 : No significant co=elation , 
I 
ACCELERATION 0 . 254 No significant correlation 
FORCE 0 . 280 No significant correlation 
Number of cases - 56. 
TABLE 4. RELATION BETWEEN CONCEPT VARIABLES AND NilllBER OF MINING 
====--=================--====--== 
TOURS USING PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. 
==--=====--==============;;;;==== 
VARIABLE. PEARSON CORRELATION RELATION. 
... " COEFFICIENTS ;. .' 
SUllSTANCE 0.089 No significant co=elation 
SPACE 0.276 No significant correlation 
DISTANCE I 0.131 No significant correlation 
I 
LENGTH ! 0. 139 No significant co=elation 
I 
TIME 0 . 393 No significant co=elation 
SPEED 0.392 No significant co=elation 
ACCELERATION 0 . 289 No significant correlation 
FORCE 0 . 161 No significant co=elation 
Number of cases - 56. 
/U8 ..... 
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TABLE 5. RELATI ON BE~dEEN TOTAL TEST SCORE AND AGE OF SUBJECT , 
===============================~=================== 
YEARS OF EDUCATION AND N"il!'IBER OF MINING TOURS , 
============================================= 
. VARIABLE. TOTAL TEST SCORE. RELATION • 
AGE OF SUBJECT P 0 . 043 Significant correlation 
YEARS OF EDUCATI ON P 0 .281 No significant correlation 
NO. OF MINING TOURS P 0 .104 No s i gnificant corr elation 
No. of cases - 56 . 
4.11 .3 Partial Correlation Coefficients . 
Partial correlation is a multivariant t echnique which shows 
the effect of all variables on each other. Furthermore, 
select variables may be held constant during t he correlation 
so as no t to influence each other. 
TABLE 6 . ~~~!~=CO~~~~!£N C£~!~~~ ~£~_~Q~~~=~~~~~~~~_L=~~~ 
TEeT SCORE AND AGE WHILE CONTROLLING FOR EDUCATION AND ~ER 
OF MINING TOURS. 
==--======== 
VARIABLE TOTAL TEST SCORE RELATION. 
I 
SUBSTANCE 
I 
P 0.188 No significant correlation 
SPACE 
I 
P 0 . 000 Significant correlation 
DISTANCE j P 0 .288 jNo significant correlation 
LENGTH I P 0 .351 No significant correlation 
TIME P 0 . 243 No significant correlation 
SPEED P 0.437 No significant correlation 
ACCELERATION I P 0. 404 No significant correlation 
FORCE P 0 . 005 Signi fi cant corr elation ~ 
TOTAL TEST SCORE P 0 . 066 No significant correlatio 
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TABLE 6. PARTIAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS MATRIX FOR TOTAL SAMPLE. 
========================================================= 
VAR002 VAR003 VAR004 VAR005 VARo06 VAR007 VAR008 VAR009 VAIlO13 VAR012 
VAR002 1.0000 -0.0180 0.4932 0.1903 0.3622 0.1740 0.1255 0.2993 0.6752 0.1826 
( 0) ( 54) .. ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54 ) 
P=***** P=0.448 p=o.OOO P=0.080 P=0.003 P=0 . 100 P=0.178 P=0.013 p=o.OOO P=0.089 
VAR003 -0.0180 1. 0000 ;. 0. 2522 0. 2019 0.2891 0.2628 0.2550 0.4011 0.4500 Q.0812 
( 54) ( 0) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) 
P=D.448 P=***** P=0.030 P=0.068 P=0 . 015 P=0.025 P=0.029 P=O.OOl P=O. OOO P=0.276 
VAR004 0·4932 0.2522 1. 0000 0. 3539 0.4204 0.4822 0.4054 0.2767 0. 7808 0.1523 ( 54) ( 54) ..• ( 0) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( . 54) 
p=o .OOO P=0 . 030 ·: P=***** P=0.004 P.O.OOI P=O.OOO P=O.OOl P=0.019 P=O.OOO P=0.131 
VAR005 0.1903 0.2019 · 0. 3539 1.0000 0.1916 0·3047 0. 2189 0.2189 0.4218 0.1476 ( 54) ( 54) . ( 54) ( 0) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) 
P=0 .080 P=0.068 ·P =0 . 004 P=***** P=0.079 P=O.011 P=0 .053 P=0.053 P=O .OOl P=0.139 
VARo06 0.3622 0.2891 0.4204 0.1916 1.0000 0.3994 0.4236 0.2937 0.7498 0.0371 
( 54) ( 54) .. . ( 54) ( 54) ( 0) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54 ) ( . 54) 
P=0 .003 P=0 .015 P=O.OOl P=0.079 P=***** P=O.OOl P=O.OOl P=0.014 p=o.OOO P=0·393 
VAR007 0.1700 0.2628 0. 4822 0. 3047 0.3994 1.0000 0.3326 0.2235 0. 5806 0.0375 
( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 0) ( 54) ( 54)( 54) ( . 54) I-' I-' 
P=0 .100 P=0.025P=0.000 P=O.Oll P=O.OOl P=***** p=0 . 006 P=0.049 p=o.ooo P=0. 392 'J) 
VAR008 0.1255 0.2550 · 0.4054 0.2189 0.4236 0.3326 LOOOO 0.1383 0. 5947 0.0758 
( 54) ( 54) .. ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 0) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) 
P=0.178 p=0.029 · P=O .OOl P=0.053 P=O.OOl p=0.006 P=***** P=0 .155 p=o.OOO P=0.289 
VAR009 0. 2993 0.4011 0.2767 0. 2189 0.2937 0. 2235 0.1383 1.0000 0. 4741 0.1348 
( 54) ( 54) . ( 54 ) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 0) ( 54) ( 54) 
P=0.013 P=O.OOl P=0 .019 P=0.053 P=0.014 P=0 .049 P=0 .155 P=***** p=o.OOO p=0.161 
VAR013 0.6752 0.4500 0.7808 0.4218 0. 7498 0.5806 0. 5947 0.4741 1. 0000 0.1709 
( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 0) ( 54) 
p=o . OOO p=o.OOO P=O .OOO P=O .OOl P=O .OOO p=o . OOO p=o.OOO p=o.OOO P=**'i(··)(-*· P",0.104 
VAR012 0.1826 0. 0812 · 0.1523 0.1476 0.0371 0. 0375 0. 0758 0.1348 0.1709 1.0000 
( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 0) 
P=0 .089 P=0.276 P=0.131 P=0 .139 P=0 . 393 P=0 . 392 P=0 .289 p=0 .161 P=0.104 P=***** 
"- VAROlO 0. 2134 0. 2500 0.1698 0.1569 0.0689 0.0432 0. 0595 0.2454 0.2319 0.9363 I-' ( 54) ( 54) . ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) 
'" 0 P=0.057 P=0.032 ·P=0 .106 P=0.124 P=0·307 P=0 . 376 P=0 . 332 P=0.034 P=0.043 p=o.OOO 
. 
VAR011 -0.0221 0.0023 . 0.1239 0.0512 0.0535 0.1106 0.0904 0.0795 0.0791 -0 . 2133 
( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) ( 54) 
P=0.436 P=0.493 P=0.181 P=0.354 P=0 . 348 p=0.209 P=0.254 P=0.280 P=0.281 P=0. 057 
TABLE 8. 
·, 
TABLE 9. 
" . .: . .. . 
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~~~~~_Q~g~~~~~S~=~~~E~~~~~=~~~=~Q~~~~=~~~~~~~=b 
TOTAL TEST SCORE WITH YEARS OF EDUCATION WHILE CONTROLLING 
~==~===================================================~ 
FOR AGE AND NUMBER OF MINING TOURS. 
===========================--====== 
VARI ABLE. EDUCATION .• RELATION . 
SUBSTANCE P 0.453 No significant correlation 
SPACE p 0. 450 No significant correlation 
! DISTANCE P 0.121 No significant correlation j 
! LENGTH P 0 . 270 No significant correlation 
TIME P 0.328 No significant correlation 
SPEED P 0.191 No significant correlation 
ACCELERATION P 0.215 No significant correlation 
FORCE P 0 . 203 No significant correlation 
TOTAL SCORE P 0 . 193 No significant correlation 
~~~~~_~S~~!:T:!O~_~Q~FIC~~ FS~=~SNC~~=,!:~~~~~S L 
TOTAL TEST SCORE WITH NUMBER OF MINING TOURS WHILE 
====--============================================= 
CONTROLLING FOR AGE AND YEARS OF EDUCATION . 
VARIABLE. NO. OF MINING RELATION. 
TOURS . 
SUBSTANCE P 0.364 No significant correlation 
SPACE P 0 . 000 Significant correlation 
DISTANCE P 0 . 485 
I 
No significant correlation 
LENGTH P 0·474 I No significant correlation 
TIME P 0 . 494 I No significant co=elation I 
SPEED P 0.494 I No significant correlation 
ACCELERATION P 0 . 316 
, 
I No significant correlation 
FORCE P 0 . 024 Significant correlation 
TOTAL SCORE P 0.183 No significant correlation 
/121. • . .•. . 
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MEAll) AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF VARIABLES 2 TO 13. 
================================================ 
! VARIABLE . MEAN . I STANDARD DEV . CASES . 
! 
. rAR002 11 . 0179 5.2310 56 
7. 3571 2. 5656 56 VAR003 
VAR004 8.1607 3.2405 56 
VAR005 5· 6786 1.0288 56 
'vARo06 18.8214 3. 9456 56 
VAR007 4.9643 1.8187 56 
VAR008 2.8393 2.9956 56 
IVAR009 0 . 7679 0,8737 56 
(VAR010 25 . 9107 7. 3640 56 
VARon 5.1607 2. 3800 56 
VAR012 4·1250 6.7368 56 
VAR013 59 . 6071 13.8652 56 
" .' . , '" , , ' 
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4.12 EVIDENCE OF CONCRETE OPERATIONAL THINKING IN 
EXPERIENCED AND NOVICE SU1lJECTS. 
=============================== 
. " 
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4.13 EVIDENCE OF PRE-OPERATIONAL THINKING ON 
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EXPERIENCED .AND NOVICE Su:BJECTS. 
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4 . 14 DISCUSSION. 
Th.e statistical analyses ind.icate tnat there was no significant 
difference in performance between the two sample groups. The 
partial correlation coefficients seem to indicate that the concept 
tasks measured by the diagnostic battery are incorrectly ordered 
or may not be relevant. A good example is the poor correlation 
between the concepts of Force and Acceleration. The reason may be 
that apparatus used was ineffective in its measure of the concept. 
Conceptual profiles showed that the Experienced group were more 
Concrete in their thinking and the Novice group more Pre- operational, 
although there was a fair distribution of both types of thinking 
in the two worker categories. (See Figures 10 - 20) . 
It would appear that the adaptation of the diagnostic battery, as 
compiled by Moore (1980) , to the mining industry is not appropriate 
in its present form and it is pertinent to discuss some of the areas 
of shortcoming in the present study. 
4 . 14.1 Methcdology. 
The research showed that the concept of Force was not 
actively being developed by the experience of mining. No 
subject achieved formal operations on the battery . This may 
be because the Black mineworkers tested did not have the need 
of a fully developed concept of Force to successfully 
complete their tasks. The test fo r Acceleration was too 
difficult for any subjects to complete, in spite of its 
innocuous simplicity . The two major difficulties encoun-
tered by subjects were (1) a toy car (2) having to imagine 
the workings of a clock. Subjects were unable to equate 
a unit of time (held constant) with a standard distance (as 
in Condit i on 3 of the questionnaire) . Consequently they 
did not integrate the concepts of Distance , Length, Ti me 
/136 .... 
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and Speed so as to conserve Accelerat ion. ! 'he test for 
the concept of Length "as completely inappropriate. 
Subjects were able to conserve Length before they conserved 
Space or Distance . A reason for this may be that the 
test for Length was too easy and the concept was conserved 
by more subjects t han the concepts of Space and Distance . 
Because of the disparity in the degree of di fficulty of 
the tests for Length and Acceleration the battery lost its 
continuity . These structural handicaps did not however 
prevent subjects from giving ' typical ' responses on the 
sub- tests. Pearson ' s correlation coefficients indicated a 
significant correlation between the concepts of Force and 
Space when correlating the concept var iables and Age (Table 
2) . This was again borne out in Table 7 when Partial 
corr elati ons were computed. These two conceptual areas 
appear to be developed by mining, whereas the others remain 
at a Pre- operational or Concrete level of development . 
The implications of this finding would indicate that mining 
does "not activel'y roster the "devel opment or the concept of 
Force , as measured, because (1) i t is not requir ed to be 
developed beyond the Concrete level by Black mineworkers, 
or (2) the diagnostic battery was ineffective in tapping 
the conceptual abilities of the sample group . 
The researcher suggests that perhaps it is a combination of 
both factors which makes the principle hypothesis un-
acceptable. 
Another interesting finding was the corr elation between 
FO)?ce and Age of subjects. This may be explained by the 
suggestion that all the experience of the subjects, mining 
andnon- miriing, may be responsible for this . 
/ 137 . ... . 
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A rather surprising result was the poor correlation of 
mining tours and education '.;i th Force . Theunissen &; 
Wolfaardt (1978) cited education as being the only significant 
factor which affected performance on the CTB . 
It may be suggested that the standard of education acquired 
by Black mig.rants, is of an appalingly low standard. Better 
educated candidates scored better on the CTB but this was 
not necessarily so on the diagnostic battery . Novices who 
had some eight years of education did not perform significan-
t ly better than Experienced subjects who had more than five 
mini.11g tours, and less than eight years of education. 
If the two measures are taken in conjunction then the CTB 
is shown as a poor discriminator (because education tends 
to distort cut off areas) . The CTB is used by the industry 
to measure mechanical aptitude . The diagnostic battery 
measures concept conservation. Where scepticism about the 
CTB r eally begins is its inability to provide a profile of a 
candidate's intellectual abilities . It was surprising that 
" , 
Black miners were found suitable to be t r ained for driving 
occupations by the CTB , yet t heir conceptual profile showed 
that they were unable to conserve Speed , Acceleration or 
Force. But this point may be more of academic interest at 
this stage when the realities of the mining position is 
considered. Production is bei.ng maintained and the industry 
is safer than it has ever been. Following on thi s 
supposition then it must be noted that the training of 
workers for these occupations must be up to standard. 
This research does indicate the diffi culty of applying 
Piaget's clinical method in an industrial setting. Piaget's 
theory, although having its roots in Western intellect is 
/138 .... •. 
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useful in that success in a Ii/estern technological environ-
ment ·"as being measured . The diffi cul t ies of wedding 
Piaget's clinical method to the demands of statistical 
analyses is a problem that many people in diverse fields of 
psychology are facing at present. 
The small sample size militates agains t an extensive 
statistical analysis. But the conceptual profiles obtained 
remain useful plotting devices to identify areas of conceptual 
development. The mean of 59 out of a possible 96 indicates 
subjects were getting more than half the test correct and 
with a standard deviation of 13.8652 there is evidence that 
the test was discriminating well between individuals . (See 
Table 10). Potentially the diagnostic battery is a good 
discriminator. 
Taking into account the present rigidity with which the CTB 
is applied in the mining industry and the comparatively poor 
scan of concept development of which it is capable , then it 
can be tentatively suggested that the use of Piagetian 
methodology for selection purposes may be a viable proposi-
tion. The diagnostic battery has shown it is capable of 
mapping concept areas, although it was a random application 
of a methodology which may have had very little to do with 
mining. The following proposals are put forward in support 
of limited use of Piagetian methodology in the mining 
industry:-
1. As the technologi cal demands of operating sophisticated 
machinery and an overall rise in the demand for job 
skill s occurs, the selection and placement of Black 
mine personnel will have to be adjusted accordingly. 
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The Piaget ian diagnostic bat t er-f indicat eQ t hat 
the CTB was an arbitrary measure of aptitude and 
that a more sophisticated method of selection was 
necessary to keep pace with technological advances . 
2, The diagnostic battery showed it had t he ability to 
be a useful discriminator although its composit ion 
still needed select ive improvements . Although the 
CTE takes some four hours to administer and the 
diagnostic battery only an hour , the diagnostic cannot, 
in its present form , be administer ed en mas se as t he 
CTB may. Even though it is a good discriminator , the 
Piagetian battery can only be administered selectivel y. 
3. This research was pioneering and star tling results 
were not anticipated . Rather than seriously ~uestion 
genetic epistemology and the foundation of Piagetian 
theory , it is best to admit the methodological short-
comings of the research . The diagnostic battery 
measured the sampl e group to be conceptually under-
developed in relation to the conservation of the tasks . 
A number of reasons for thi s have been cited, not the 
least of which is language . 
4 . If the original research rationale of disr egarding 
cultural milieu and clinically assessing how the 
experience of mining has affected intellectual develop-
ment in a group of Black mineworkers, then it may be 
confidently stated that the subj ects interviewed 
exhibited evidence of concept conservation at the Pre-
operational and Concrete operational level . The 
experience of mining had very little influence on the 
conservation of Force . Because of the strong evidence 
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of Pre- opera t .;.onal and Concrete thin.1{ing in the 
sample group, the suggest i on may be made t hat such 
findings are proof of the very practical level at 
which Black mineworkers are required to function 
intellectually in their occupations. Once the 
obstacle which job reservation has created is removed, 
the industry must give serious consideration to the 
intensive development of the intellectual abilities of 
Black mineworkers in relation to job skill requirements . 
This process will be fascilitated by the use of a 
diagnostic methodology which provides for the trainer 
some graphic evidence of a candidate's abilities. 
4.14.2 LANGUAGE. 
A second reason for the inconclusive results may lie with 
linguistic discrepancies. Although interviews were con-
ducted in the home language of the subject, interpreters 
did experience some difficulty with direct t ranslation of 
the questionnaire . An example is the odd scores obtained 
for" the; concept" of "SUbstimce"" It" follows " that" to acc"ept 
the mathematical model of conceptual sequence proposed by 
Moore (1980), subjects must be able to conserve Substance 
before there can be any progression towards the conservation 
of Space. Yet in many instances subjects, on the strength 
of their responses, did not conserve Substance. The 
difficulty lay with the words 'amount' and 'same' . (See 
Condition 1.Q.l. la of Appendix 1). Subjects were unable 
to correctly verbalize their explanations and repeatedly 
referred to perceptual cues such as 'same colour ' or 'same 
size' even when requested to attempt an alternative explana-
tion by the researcher . The interpreter was also inclined 
to ask leading questions at this stage in an attempt to 
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overcome the verbal impasse. Although Piaget does not 
regard language as a particularly significant facilitator 
of mental growth, it was of great relevance to employ the 
Explanatory variable in the questionnaire. In most 
instances a completely false impression would have been 
gained from the research had only the Beh.avioural response 
been scored. 
4.15 CONCLUSION . 
Although the principle research hypothesis was rejected, this study 
did reveal types of thinking and reasoning ability among a select 
sample of Black miners which could be categorised according to 
Piaget's theory of cognitive growth. The diagnostic battery used 
cannot be regarded as sufficiently developed so as to be used with 
confidence . Much work is still required in this area, but as a 
beginning the battery did provide a means of breaking into the 
conceptual world of a group of Black miners . Despite the method-
ological and apparatus problems encountered, the battery gave evidence 
of the viability of applying Piagetian method in a cross- cultural 
setting. Future use of Piagetian methodology for selection in the 
mining industry i s governed by two alternatives: -
1. to introduce cultural milieu into the battery or tasks 
so as to tap 'pure ' Black thinking and align training 
accordingly. This would appear to be a very fair method 
in that Black mineworkers could come to terms with increased 
skill acquisition on the basis of their own experience and 
intellectual adaptation . 
2 . design assessment tasks according to the milieu in which 
they were developed and mould Black thinking towards job 
requirements by arti ficially boosting concept conservation . 
With modification and adaptation the diagnostic battery could be 
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usefully employed in the industry, but not as a primary selector . 
The research did not show significant difference or correlation . 
Rather it identified types of thinki ng used by a group of Bl ack 
miners in attempting to solve conservation tasks. 
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5 .1 Original I dea of the Research. 
The original idea which motivated this research may be traced 
to the researcher's awareness of the serious h~~dicap job reserva-
tion posed for the Black mineworker. The mining industry is labour 
intensive and although much has been done by the Chamber of Mines 
to reduce the wage gap between White and Black mineworkers, there 
still remain fundamental differences in terms of skill acquisition 
and career prospects. The Black mineworker finds himself confined 
to a specific job categorisation which prevents him from acquiring 
new skills and advancement. The researcher considered it prudent 
to examine the extent to which the conceptual abilities of Black 
mineworkers were really being measured by the standard measure of 
'trainability' used by the Chamber of Mines , namely the CTB. 
The research in no way is an attempt to discredit the method of 
assessment currently used by the Chamber of Mines. It should rather 
be seen in the light of being a probe into the possibility of using 
a more individual c~ntered method of selecting candidates for 
specific occupations . 
. " . ,. .., ... 
Publ ication and circulation of the report of the Commission of 
Inquiry into Labour Legislation Part 6 (1980) , gave further impetus 
to the original research idea. The report indicated that a move 
away from traditional labour practices in the mining industry was 
a definite need. Furthermore, the report suggested that mine 
employees other than Whites and Coloureds be made eligible to 
become holders of blasting certificates on a merit basis . The 
fears of White mineworkers concerning the implementation of such a 
proposal are based on two intrinsic beliefs . The fir st is the 
belief that the Black mineworker is an inferior because of his 
race and 'primitive ' culture . There is a very great fear that 
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Blacks may supercede Whites employed in the industry on the basis 
of 'cosmetic' advancement. It basically comes down to a lack of 
faith and confidence in the abilities of Black miners to perform 
skil l ed tasks . This is an attitude which is inherent i n the White 
mining labour for ce. 
The second belief is that Whites qualify to perform skilled and 
scheduled occupations on the mines by virtue of their allegiance 
to a trade union which encompasses their clas s of 'Nork. The most 
mili t ant example is the Mine Worker's Union which constitutionally 
excludes Blacks from becoming members . Again t he belief in 
racial superiority and the protection of their class of work, 
rather than a spirit of competitiveness for various employment, has 
moulded this attitude. It is an attitude which developed out of 
fear, on the part of White miners , that mining companies would 
replace them with Black workers who were prepared to work for much 
l ower rates of pay. However this fear may be discounted today 
because of the prevailing ethic of equal pay f or equal work . Yet 
White miners are still unable to reconcile t he idea of competing 
"- .;' '. 
with Blacks for mining jobs on a merit basis. 
The researcher acknowledges t hat a great number of Black miners 
may be found to be out of their depth should they be suddenly 
allowed to become integrated into more sophisticated aspects of 
mining and many reasons may be cited for this . But these are not 
justified by continually excluding Black miners from being allowed 
the opportunity of training for ski lled jobs . Consequently it was 
reasoned that the current means of assessing Black mineworker 
aptitude would be grossly inefficient for the purposes of selecting 
and placing Blacks in skilled posi tions which may require intensive 
formal t raining. What is greatly needed is to raise t he level of 
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sophistication of selection of Black mineworkers and establish a 
uniform code of practice as regards selection and placement of all 
mining personnel. However, this remains specul ative until the 
industry deci des to shift away , in a more positive manner, from 
present entrenched discriminatory. labour practices. 
5.2 Attitudes of White personnel to the resear ch . 
The most common attitude of White mine personnel who were con-
sulted, either for assistance or opinion, was one of 'interesting 
i mpl i cations ' . But t r aining staff who became more closely 
associated with the research regarded it as an exercise which 
reinforced, and gave posi t ive 'proof' of the inferiority of the 
Black mineworkers mentali ty . The actual battery was regarded as 
nothing more than a collection of children's games which Black 
subjects had difficulty in mastering and to the White observer 
was a sign of an equality between White children and Black adults 
in terms of mental ability . Some wen t even further and suggested 
that White children were superior to Black adults in reasoning 
abili ties . It goes without saying t hat 'Nhi te mine personnel are 
... ,:. 
. . '" ' r: :' ... ,' ' , " ... . . ~ ".' . . " " ;~ . ," . 
very sceptical about Black advancement and t he wisdom of advocating 
intensive training for Blacks on the mines, as it is felt t hat t he 
r eturn on such input in the short to medium terms will be minimal . 
While it may be understandable that racially biased views are held 
by White mining s taff , in the t r aining centre where this r esearch 
was conducted, there was a frightening l ack of comprehension, on the 
part of White training instructors, of the intellectual difficulties 
faced by Black miners in a technological work environment . 
5.3 Impressions of the sub,jects on the research . 
The overall impression gained by the researcher was that sub j ects, 
both novice and experienced, responded very positively to the 
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research and no problems, such as refusing t o c ontinue answering 
que s t ions, were encountered. One of the ~ost interest ing aspects 
to emerge 'Nas the archetypical responses associated wi t h Piagetian 
research on conservation. This tended to support the universal 
application of Piagetian methodology, in that, Black African mine-
workers were giving similar responses to Genevan children on 
standardised conservation tasks and so could be identified as Pre-
operational, etc. The application of this battery on a cross-
cul t ural basis was a success . Reactions to the battery and test 
situation did vary slightly between novice and experienced groups. 
5.3 . 1 Novices . 
The novice group showed signs of pre- test nervousness but 
this was easily dissipated by the reassurances from the 
interpreter and researcher . Subjects did appear to 
appreciate that their responses were not counted as being 
'right' or 'wrong' . As the exercise progressed they bec8lIle 
more absorbed in the tasks and accepted being shown solu-
tions of tasks they were unable to master. As a class, 
novices ·'strUggled to "verbaiise ' eicplana-tfons as req:U:ired, 
but this was more pronounced in subjects who had very little 
formal education, for eX8lIlple standard one to standard three . 
Novices did account for the highest number of unanswered 
Questions on the explanatory variable. 
5.3.2 Experienced . 
This group was able to verbalise more lucidly than the novices 
and education did not playas important a role in determining 
participation in explanatory responses . However, subjects 
who had little formal education tended to be dogmatic in 
their responses , but appreciative when shown task solutions. 
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It was found that the more senior Blacks, especially 
ap t i tude t est ,supervisors and aQministrators, showed a 
tendency to be hyperaware of making 'right' or 'wrong' 
responses despite a reassurance that such criteria were not 
being measured. 
Experienced subjects responded more spontaneously to 
questions and, unlike the novices, questions rarely had to be 
repeat ed. As a group they were far more confident than 
novices in their general approach to the battery . Novices 
seemed a little overawed by the testing situation and were 
inclined to be reserved when explanations were sought. The 
experienced subjects approached solutions for the tasks in a 
methodical manner and did not become involved in guessing. 
Also, when using examples, the experienced subjects tended 
to keep these within the context of the apparatus used. 
Alternatively, novices were apt to use external figures such 
as horses and stones and other unrelated objects in their 
explanations . 
.... ', ' ...... " ' . . ' ," ..... .. ,., '",. '~ .: '.~ .. ' . ' ;: c.: " . 
5.3.3 Interpreters views on the battery and research implications. 
Two Black interpreters were used and both held supervi sory 
pos i tions in the mine training centre. The first inter-
preter, Mr. Tokozwayo , was an aptitude test supervisor and 
initially some difficulty was experienced by the researcher in 
convincing him that 'right' and 'wrong ' responses were not 
required. This may be a car~J-over from his experience with the 
CTB . However, this man remained slightly sceptical in that 
he suspected the outcome of the research would show up Black 
miners as having poor intellectual capabilities. The second 
interpr eter , Mr. Mganga, was an aQministrative clerk in the 
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training centre who processed aptitude test results . Mr . 
IlJganga "as found to be very sui table as an interpreter as 
he was more objective and did not try and steer subjects into 
making 'right' answers . 
Bo~h interpreters declared that the sub jects felt very 
positively about the battery and found it to be a rewarding 
exercise. Some tasks were said to be more interesting than 
others, for example , Speed; Acceleration and Force were the 
most popular . 
The interpreters felt that the battery was a radical depar-
ture from the CTE and allowed subjects to relate to the test 
material . The CTB was said to be an abstract medium which 
Black miners could not relate to and thi s gener ated a tremen-
dous amount of anxiety. The Piagetian battery, on the other 
hand, was composed of articles such as trees, cars, balls, 
glass containers and water, all easily identifiable by the 
subjects . Because subjects could relate to these familiar 
objects no anxiety was apparent in their conduct during the 
';,' . .. . " ,' _: ;"'. >. ", ... . 1. 
test . 
5. 3.4 Conclusions . 
I t may be stated, with confidence, that the battery of 
Piagetian conservation tasks used in the research was accepted, 
without exception, by all subjects who stated that the 
exercise was a challenging, interesting and enjoyable ex-
perience. 
The most rewarding aspect of the test programme for the 
researcher was to witnes s the subject's gradual coming to 
terms with the intellectual demands of each task . Subjects 
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displayed an ability to approach tasks in a systematic and 
logical !!lanner, irrespective of the conceptual level at which 
tas~ sclutions 'N'ere effected. (intui ti ve t pre- operational , 
concrete or formal) . That a collection of such appar ently 
simpl e objects could evoke responses so diverse and intricate 
in their logic , was for the researcher , an insightful and 
gratifying experience . 
. ' ~" ~ - " ,; . . . : : 
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APPENDIX 1-
======== 
QUESTIONNAIRE • 
.... , .. , .. _ .. .. .. . . . . "' ... . . _; .... .. -. .. ;. . ....... -. '. :. ~" , .. 
i. 
G)j~S':'IC::"i_~IRE . 
Modified and adapted by Liddle (1982) f rom origi nal by Noore (1980). 
======~============ 
This is an investigation of how you approach various objects . You will 
be asked questions about objects presented to you . Please attempt to 
answer the ques t ions as well a s you can . You must explain how you 
reached the answer. Remember ther e are no right or wrong answers. 
1. SUBSTP.NCE . 
Condition 1 . 
(Q. . 1.1a) B 
E 
(Q. . LIb) B 
E 
Condi tion 2 . 
(Q, . 1.2a) B 
...... . ., .. ,;. .. , :'.£ .' . . . ~ . . . . ... . 
E 
(Q, . 1.2b) B 
E 
Condi tion 3. 
(Q,. 1.3a) B 
E 
~ake another clay ball that is as big 
and as heav-f as the one on the red 
card. Put your clay ball on the 
whi te card . 
Joe s the ball of clay on the red card 
have the same amount of clay as the 
ball of cl ay on the white card or do 
they have different amounts of clay? 
How do you know this? 
Does t he ball of clay on the red card 
weigh t he same as the bal l of clay on 
white card or do they have different 
weights? 
How do you know this? 
Experimenter changes the ball of clay 
on red card into sausage shape . 
Does the clay sausage on the red card 
have the same amount of clay as the 
' .. - '. ', ball · of claY' on ·th6'-whit e card, . or do· ' 
they have different amounts of clay? 
How do you know this? 
Does the clay sausage have the same 
weight as the clay ball , or do they 
have different weights? 
How do you know this? 
Experimenter r olls sausage on r ed card 
back into ball and then rolls ball on 
white card into a coil . 
Does the clay ball on the red card have 
the s ame amount of clay as the coil on 
the white card , or do they have dif-ferent 
amounts? 
How do you know this? 
/~J.. .... .. 
( Q, . 1.3b) 
E 
Condition 4. 
(Q. 1.4a) B 
E 
(Q. 1. 4b) B 
E 
2. SPACE. 
Condition 1. 
. '. 
Experimenter: 
(Q. 2 . 1a) 
Experimenter: 
(Q. 2.1b) 
ii. 
Does the clay ball weigh the same 
as the clay coil, or do they have 
different '"eights? 
., £low do you know this? 
Experimenter rolls coil on white card 
into a ball and breaks ball on red 
card into six pieces . 
Is there more clay altogether on 
the red card than there is in the ball 
on the white card , or i s there the 
same amount of clay? 
How do you know this? 
Do all the pieces on t he red card 
together weigh more than the clay 
ball on the white card, or do they 
weigh the same? 
How do you know thi s? 
TOTAL B8 E8 T . (16) 
Concept of horizontal - (moving bottles) . 
Look at bottle No . 1 . Look what 
happens to the red water when the bottle 
is moved. 
Look at bottle No.2. See how you can 
move the red water around the bottle. 
". -'. '.' 
" ~ . . . .. " ' " . . : ... .. 
Move bottle No . 2 to t he same position 
as bottle No . 1 . Move the coloured red 
water in bottle No. 2 to be the same as 
the red water in bottle No . 1. 
Cover bottle No . 1 and move bottle to 
position 1 . Move bottl e No . 2 to same 
posi tion as bott l e No .1. 
Move the red coloured water to where you 
think it should be . 
B 
Move bottle No . 1 (still covered) and 
bott l e No . 2 to position No . 2 . 
Move the r ed coloured water to where you 
think it should be. 
B 
!iii ..... 
· ... • 
:6xneriwenter: 
C~ . 2.1c ) 
Experimenter : 
(Q. 2.1d) 
(Q. 2 . 1e) 
(Q. 2 . lf ) 
Condition 2. 
(Q. 2.2a) 
Condi t ion 3. 
Experimenter : 
. (Q. 2'.3a) .. . . 
Experimenter : 
Condition 4 . 
Experimenter: 
(Q. 2.4a) 
(Q. 2.4b) 
iii . 
,,:ove bottle No . 1 and bottle No . 
2 to position No.3. 
~Io...,e the red coloured water to where 
you think i t Sh01,ild be ~ 
B 
Same for all six positions . 
Position 4 . 
B 
Position 5. 
B 
Position 6. 
B 
Pr esent diagram. (6 B) 
Here are some dra'"ings of the bottle . 
The lines underneath them represents 
the table on which the bottle stands . 
With the red pen draw in where you 
think the red water should be: 
6 B 
(Concept of vertical). 
This clay is a mountain and these 
sticks are fence posts. 
Which' one iJf these ' fence posts ' is 
' straight up ' and which one is 
'sloping'? 
Put these fence posts into the mountain 
side such that they are standing 
' straight up ' . 
B 
Present diagram . 
Here are two diagrams of a mcuntain . 
On the first drawing, draw some fence 
posts on t he sides of the mountain 
standi ng 'straight up' . 
On the second drawing, draw in two 
houses and some t rees on the sides of 
the mountain . 
B 
T (15B) 
/ iv .. .. ..... 
3· DISTANCE . 
----
Condition 1. 
(Q,. 3.1a) 
(Q. 3.1b) 
(Q. 3.1c) 
(Q. 3.1d) 
... : .. ' . :. ,; . .. ' .. ~ ',. , : .. 
(Q . 3.1e) 
Condi tion 2. 
CQ. 3.2a) 
i~j . 
(T',10 trees 50 cms apart). 
~rr9 these trees near one another or 
far apart? 
(Place screen between trees). 
Are these trees still as near one 
another (or as far apart) as they 
were before? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Screen with window). 
Are these trees still as near one 
another (or as far apart) as they 
were before? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Large cube in betwaen) . 
Are these trees still as near one 
another (or as far apart) as they were 
before? 
.. ' : . . " . ' .... -": . , . 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Carpet of bricks) . 
Are these trees still as near one 
another (or as far apart) as they were 
before? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(One tree and cube). 
Is it as near or as far from there to 
there CAB - tree to object) as it is 
from there to there (object back to 
same tree) . 
Iv . ..... . 
Condi ti on 3. 
(Q. 3. 3a) 
4. LENGTH. 
Condition l. 
( Q~ 4.la) 
Condition 2. 
. :-." .. " ' .. . . . . .•... 
( Q. 4.2a) 
Condition 3. 
(Q. 4.3a) 
, . 
(:~~xperimenter to run finger along 
distances AB and BA to avoid misunder-
standing) . 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Hillside) . 
This is the side of a hill and here 
are two trees. 
Is it as near or as far from this tree 
(tree at bottom of hill) to this tree 
(tree at top of hill) as it is from this 
tree (top of hill) to t his tree (bottom 
of hill) or are the distances different? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
TOTAL 6B 6E T (12) 
(Two straight bars parallel to each 
other and extremities facing each 
other) . 
Are these two bars of equal length or 
are they different? 
(Stagg;er on~ .. b<lf for:ward 1 -: 2 em). 
Are these two bars of equal length or 
are they of different lengths? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Move one bar at 45° to mid-point of 
other) . 
Are these bars of different length or 
are they equal in length? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
/vi. ... . .. 
Condition Ll . 
5. TIME. 
Experimenter: 
Condition 1. 
(Q. 5.la) 
. . . ...; ... .. . . " , ' . , ' . .... ,; .. 
Condi tion 2 . 
(Q. 5.2a) 
(Q. 5.2b) 
vi . 
(Stagger again (parallel) but in 
opposite direction to sloping) . 
A:- 8 t t.e 29 ~' -o bars .equ?-l in le~.g~h o.r 
is one l onger? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
TOTAL B3 E3 T (6) 
Here is a bowl of water . If I open 
t his tap t he \Yater will begin to flo'" 
out of these two tubes at the same time. 
If I close this tap the water will stop 
flowing from each tube at the same time: 
Watch carefully . 
Demonstrate . 
(Present bottle A and bottle B) . 
Which of these two bottles would be 
filled more quickly, A or B? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
Will it take .'!l0re or le.ss time . to fill 
bottle A than bottle B with water? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Water allowed to flow into A & B) . 
Did the water start and stop flowing 
into bottles A and B at the same time? 
B 
Did it take more time , the same time or 
less time for the water to go from here 
to here (A - .~ ) as it did from here 
(Bo - BI ) ~o here? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
Ivii ...... 
Condition 3. 
Experimenter : 
(G,. 5. 3a) 
Experimenter : 
(G, . 5. 3b) 
"' . . . ... ," .. . . . 
Condition 4. 
(G,. 5.4a) 
Condition 5. 
~.rii . 
Is there the same amount of l,.,rater in 
here (A - Al ) as there is in here (B - B~) or is there more water in one 
ofOthe nottles? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Put bottle Bl next to bottle B) . 
This bottle B1 is the same as this 
bottle B. -
If this water (bottle A) is poured into 
this bottle (Bl ) how high would the 
water rise? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Put bottle ~ next to bottle A). 
This bottle (AI) is the same as this 
bottle (A) . 
If this water (bottle B) is poured into 
this bottle (AI) how high would the 
water rise? 
B 
. How ilo ·"y-bu know this? · 
E 
These two bottles (L and Ll) are the 
same . 
If this water (A) is poured into here 
(L) (pour A into L) , it rises to this 
level . If that water (B) is poured in-
to here (L ) how high would the water 
rise? Will the water rise higher, 
lower or to the same height as the water 
in thi s bottl e (L)? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
(Using X, Y + Z just fill X & Y) . 
IViii. . . . • 
... : ... .. : 
(Q . 5. la) 
. . : . 
(Q. 5.1b) 
(Q. 5.1c) 
(Q. 5 . ld ) 
. . , , ', ... .. : 
6. SPEED. 
Condi tion 1. 
(Q. 6.1a) 
viii . 
Did this bottle (X) take the same 
time to fill as this bottle (Y)? 
B 
" , . 
How do you ·know this? 
E 
(Throwaway water Y and then fill 
Y + Z together) . 
Did this bottle (Y) t~e the same time 
to f ill as this bottle (Z)? 
B 
How do you knO;[ t hi s? 
E 
(Put X, Y + Z together). 
Did these bottles all take the same 
time to fill, or did they t ake 
different times? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
'lihich bottle holds the most water, or 
do they all hold the same amount of 
water? 
, . ...... . 
" ' , . ! . ... .... , " ' , : . . " 
How do you know this? 
E 
TOTAL 12B llE T (23) 
This is a short tunnel and this is a 
long tunnel . Tell me when you are 
ready and I will start the motor cars 
moving . Watch the motor cars care-
fully . 
Did the motor cars start moving and 
stop moving at the same time? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
/ix ..... 
( " / l' ) c(. . o . 0 
(Q. 6. 1c ) 
(Q. 6 . 1d) 
NOTE: 
"t., . , " . 
Condition 2. 
(Q. 6 . 2a) 
(Q. 6. 2b) 
(Q. 6.2c) 
(Q. 6 . 2d) 
Condition 3. 
ix . 
Jid the cars tra-,-el tee same distance 
or did one travel further than t he 
other? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
Did the cars travel the same length of 
time or did one car take longer than 
the other? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
Did the cars t r avel at the same speed 
or did one car travel faster than the 
other ? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
I f the subject clearly fails to solve 
the questions of condition 1, the tunnels 
are removed and the questions of 
condition 1 (i.e. la , lb, lc, ld) are 
asked for condition 2. 
Conditions 2 and 3 are only to be 
interpreted aEr ' 'lualitative: analysis)-. .. ' ,' , ,' , " -
Remove tunnel s and demonstrate car 
movement . Proceed with questions in 
condi tion 1. 
How do you m0 14 this? 
How do you know this? 
How do you know this? 
If condition 2 is used , condition 3 mus t 
be followed. 
Replace the tunnels on the apparatus and 
again demonstrate car movement. Pro-
ceed with the same questions as in 
condi tion 1. 
Ix . .... . 
(~ . ' , ) o . )a 
( Q. 6 . 3b ) 
(Q. 6. 3c ) 
( Q. 6. 3d) 
7. ACCELERATION. 
Condition 1 . 
(Q. 7.la) 
(Q. 7.lb) 
(Q. 7.lc) 
Condi tion 2. 
x. 
How do you know this? 
Ho\., do you knOl . ., this?' 
How do you know this? 
TOTAL 4B 3E . T (?) 
This is a motor car and this is a 
r oad down a hill s i de. 
What will happen to this car if I let 
it go down t he hill slope? 
(le t the car run down t he slope) . 
At which part of the s l ope was the 
car going the fastest? 
B 
Where was the car going the slowest? 
B 
(Put up flags at equal intervals). 
These flags are all the same distance 
apart . Let us say they are all one 
mile long. This is interval No . 1, 
No . 2, No. 3 and No . 4. 
(Q. 7.2a) What time does the car take t o cover 
...... . ' . ,,, ., .. ,.' .. ... " ".' ...... . ,' each iht-erval?" . . . ',.. .,,", ",'. 
(Q. 7. 2b) 
B 
Does the car take the same time to cover 
each interval or are the times longer or 
shorter for each interval? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
On which interval will the car be going 
the fastest? 
B 
How do you know this? 
E 
/xi. ... .. . 
Cc!": i i tion 3 . 
(Q,. 7. 3a) 
(Q, . 7.3b) 
(Q,. 7 . 3c) 
(Q, . 7 . 3d) 
Experimenter : 
. ~ ..•. 
xi . 
I:~agine there is 3. dri "·rer inside the 
motor car. He has a '.vatch &"1.d at 
every minute he shou,s 'hey ' a s he goes 
down the hi l l. Ever y time he shouts 
'!':ey ' we will put a flag at the side . 
of the road. 
Point to where you think we should put 
each of the fl ags do;m the road (put 
the flags up where the subject point s ) . 
B 
Are the distances between these f lags 
equal , or are some longer and some 
shorter than others? 
Ho" do you lmow this? 
E 
Whicc. interval is the longest and which 
is the shortes t? 
B 
Ho" do you lmow thi s? 
E 
Tel l me the or der of the intervals , 
ranging from the shortest to the 
longest? 
B 
Use numbers i . e . 1s t , 2nd, 3r d, 4th . 
How do you lmow this? 
E 
TOTAL BB 5E . 
.: .:'.. . " ..... : . 
B. FORCE - TRANSMISSION OF MOVEMENTS . 
Condition 1. 
Condition 1. 
(Q, . B. la) 
Show t he subject t he apparatus "ith a 
silver ball hanging on the left and a 
smal l ball hangi ng on t he right . 
"You must start from this end (right ) 
and you should no t move this object 
any closer to the silver ball. You 
may use any of these other objects to 
help you. 
Show me the best way of making the 
/xii. . . " 
(Q. 8 .1b) 
· .... '.' ' -. . .. . " -
xii. 
silver ball move , wi thout touching 
the silver ball >lith your hands . 
B 
\~bat causes the silver ball to move? 
E 
TOTAL lE IE 
TOTAL SCORE = B 57 
E 37 
. , . .. . . ::- .' . 
T (2) 
. . .. ~ .' -
/156 xiii. ... 
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1- Substance . 
I 
! Stage 1 1 
lla 
llb 1 
l11a 1 
l11b 1 
M S M S 1 
B 1 1 
I 1 1 
1
2
• 
SIlace. 
Stage 1 1 1 
i lla 1 1 i ! , , 
i 11b 1 1 i I 11la , I 1 1 I l11b I 
1 1 
, 
I ! 
M S M S I i I 1 1 i 1 I , I B 15 E 0 I 1 
·1 , .. : ... . .- ," .,. .. , ... . . , :-~ .. " .. ~ ., .. " '. 1 1 
13. Distance . 
I 1 1 I 
I 
Stage 1 
11a 1 1 I 
I 11b 1 1 , 111 
, 1 1 
I 
i 1 1 i 
M S M S 
B 6 E 6 
NAME : DUDEC ________________ _ 
COY. NO . NO . OF CONTRACTS ___ _ 
AGE: __________________ _ OCCUPATION ______ _ 
EDUCATION : ____________ _ 
TRIBE : 
' , ' .. .. 
4 . b.e!lgth . 
Stage 1 
,5. Time . 
i 
--
I Stage 
I , 
1 
I 
I 
I 
16 . Speed . 
.Stag~ . . 
lla 
llb 
111 
1 
lla 
llb 
111 
. . 1 
.. 
lla 
llb 
111 
M S 
B 3 
M S 
B 12 
... . '. 
.. , : ... : .. ,;; " • ' . r .. " , . . . ' . . 
M S 
B 4 
xi '! , 
3 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
M S 
E 3 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 I 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 , 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 
I 
1 
M S 1 1 
E 11 I 
, 
! 
1 1 
. .. ' '.,: .~.:: . . .. . . .. 
.' " ' .. 
.. , .. ' . . .' "; " 
1 1 
1 1 
M S 1 
E 3 
:ct. 
3 ~ 
'" 
~ Acceleration. 1 ! • 
Stage 1 
1 1 
11a 
1 1 
11b 
1 1 
l11a 
1 
11lb 
M S M S 1 IV 
18 E ! 5 1 B 
, 
8. Force . 
1 1 
Stage 1 
11a 
, 
, ! i , 
I 
11b I 
I 111 , 
M S M S 
B 1 1 ElI 
TOTAL 
.' . .~ . . - , . ', 
:ffi .. ' 
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